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have had more time to stand beside
er to talk to
who .,......'1-'1>'.......

I
I had the ............. "",r+.,"'H,u to attend the Astronomical Society of the Pacific Symposium
on
Like planetarium conferences everywhere, it was a
mixture of talks and focused group discusconferences I
sions, but unlike
have attended it also included a poster session. This was my first experience with a
poster session, and I'd like to report on what I
learned.
Posters are summaries of
or programs in a form that can be posted for display. Each presenter was aUotted a 4 by 4
foot square (11/4 meter square) cork
and he or she stapled or thumb-tacked to it
the elements of the display.
I had imagined that the displays would be
a mixture of text, draWings, and
graphs, but I saw anything that could be
pinned to a vertical surface. This included
plastic astrolabes, spectroscopes, an orrery,
and three-dimensional folded paper items.
Most papers were mounted to cardboard,
and there was lots of color. Some people put
larger items, induding laptop computers, on
a chair or small table in front of their posters,
along with samples and other give-away
items.
An presenters were asked to bring a stack
of a double-sided single sheet handouts that

summarized the poster. This way
took home handouts that let them immediately do any follow-up work without
to wait as long as a year for information to
appear in a published proceedings.
Presenters divided their time between
standing beside and explaining their own
posters and visiting the others.
As a general rule, we learn more when we
participate than when we are listen passively
(this was one theme of the symposium). The
most enjoyable activity in a planetarium
conference seems to be informal conversations between people who seek each other
out to talk. Often this happens between (and
even during and in spite of) scheduled activities. Posters are a good way to encourage
such informal one-on-one meetings to take
place, and it gives them a focus.
A poster session has other benefits. There
were approximately 80 posters at the ASP
symposium. That many ten-minute talks
would have consumed two full days of formal presentations, and most people would
not have been interested in most talks. As
posters, visitors can pick and choose and
allocate their time according to their interests. Four hours is probably adequate to see
80 posters, although people will fin more
time by just visiting. I would have liked to

senters follow tor'mcittiln2: gUIQ(;!UrleS,
editing. No more
due
t-""_,, "''',:!
Posters do
Someone has to procure for and iin~illllge
very
number of cork boards-a
modity that
be in short
conference hotel. And
take
space. A
classroom could hold
mum of
double-sided 8
boards; at four per board this is 32
crowded room. Someone has to set
number
and distribute a list dir,ectinS!
presenters where to set up (at the ASP
posium
by the
last name). Posters
set up and left for several
revisit
coffee breaks.
I like the
and suggest that oq~aniZers
of
conferences consider
and cut
poster sessi.ons to the
on the number of talks.
1JU,U,l"io,.AUA,.,

'lATT"

Dear Editor:
In

J. Tucciarone "lh'''~'r\tl>r'+h7o
Crescent Moon"
deals with the
a full 180· extension of the thin rrl"·",r,:."+
moon. The same
has been addressed
detail
E. Schafer in the
Journal the
(QJRaS), vol 32,
The main condusion of Schafer is that
pClrsp,octive and rmlgtmess of the lunar
face are
factors, while the delectaof the moon's horn
the
ba~:k~~round are the main factors leadto such an effect. The distribution
from the Moon is treated
detailed way. It is true, in
that if the
is
above the lunar equator, the
Ught on the moon will UC1DcnlU
cosine of the lunar latitude
~n'ln~A1;~.nthe~~,uupA~

Mattei of the American Association of Variable Star Observers demonstrates software on a
in front of her poster. A colorful poster from
CLEA lies on the left half of the bulletin board
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Astron m E u ati n:
A Global Pers ective
John Percy
Division of Sciences
University of Toronto
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

co-ordinate the next
of astronomy
and to
present efforts meet the needs of
the Astronomical
of the
holding a major
on astrOJlol:ny
education on June 24-25, 1995 at
sity of
The pf()ce4~dlJngs
conference should be the detiniinve
astronomy education in the Us.

percy@astro.utoronto.ca
Planetarians are part of a worldwide network of astronomy educators-"kindred spirits" in the communication of astronomy.
This network includes planetarians in other
countries, and also educators and astronomers (both professional and amateur) working in other settings but sharing the same
goals. This article is written from my perspective as president of the International
Astronomical Union (IAU) Commission on
the Teaching of Astronomy.

ematical, and requires elaborate teaching
eqUipment; (iii) simple, inexpensive,
"hands-on" activities are needed-preferably
ones which get around the problem that
lithe stars come out at night, the students
don't; (iv) inappropriate teaching techniques
fail to overcome students' ingrained misconceptions about physical and astronomical
phenomena; (v) many students (especially
girls) are turned off science at an early age;
(vi) scientific illiteracy is widespread among
students and the public.

Introduction
Astronomers are concerned about astronomy education because it affects the recruitment and training of future astronomers. It
also affects the awareness, understanding
and appreciation of astronomy by the taxpayers who support us. Astronomy has a
wider educational and cultural significance,
however, and most professional astronomers
understand and support this. Astronomy is
deeply rooted in almost every culture by
virtue of its practical applications and its
philosophical implications. It shows us a universe which is vast, varied and beautiful; it
shows our place in time and space, and gives
us a "cosmic perspective." It harnesses
curiosity, imagination, and a sense of shared
exploration and intellectual excitement. It
shows "how small our bodies, how large our
minds" (Henri Poincare). It helps to advance
physics and the other sciences by providing
a cosmic laboratory with extreme environments (black holes!). In its own right, it is one
of the most rapidly- moving sciences of our
day. For all of these reasons, astronomy has
the potential to increase public interest in
SCience, and to attract young people to study
science and engineering. It provides an
enjoyable hobby for millions of people.
Why, then, is astronomy so often the
"poor cousin" in the school science curriculum? The same problems and issues seem to
occur an over the world: (0 few teachers,
especially at the elementary level, have any
training in astronomy; (ii) teachers think
that astronomy must be technical and math-

6

Current Developments in the
In the US, much is being done to tackle
these problems, thanks to the education budget of the National Science Foundationover half a billion dollars annually. The
IIflagship" astronomy education project was
ST AR: Science Teaching through its Astronomical Roots, based at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics (CfA). After
careful research on students' learning processes and misconceptions, STAR developed
a jargon-free curriculum and simple,
hands-on activities and eqUipment. These
were tested and refined by expert teachers,
then disseminated to teacher-agents across
the country in a series of workshops. Similar
curriculum projects, based on the same
model, are being developed for students
from kindergarten to college level, at CfA
and elsewhere. In addition, there are projects
to: (0 link teachers and students with professional and amateur astronomers; (ii) provide
astronomical images and data, along with
necessary software for classroom activities
and research; (iii) develop other modem lab
activities and research opportunities for high
school and college; (iv) provide telescopes,
instruments, and faculty grants to facilitate
undergraduate research; (v) upgrade instructors' skills at all levels, especially through
summer workshops; (vi) produce resource
materials and disseminate them widely.
The results of these efforts will soon be
available to astronomy educators around the
world. In order to facilitate this process, to
The Planetarian

with standardized exams which
dents for elite
schools andlor university. The other students receive apIJropri,ate
vocational education. In this
omy is often
high school,
one astronomy course in their undelrgriadllate or teacher
program. As1:rOlrlOinv
is almost

dents each year. Nevelrt.hlej(;~SS, Eurm:)ean
astronomy educators are concerned
getting more and better ast:r01[lOlmV
schools and universities, and this led
to a major conference in
and the
formation of the
Association
Astronomy Educators.

The IA U, the world organization
sional astronomers, is a non-~~m,eI1nrr:len.tal
union founded in 1922 to "promote
guard astronomy, and to de,relolD
international
" The IAU currently has 60 member countries
from S1
in 1988 due to political
in
Europe) and 7839 individual members
from 6711 in 1988, presumably due to a real
growth in astronomy over the last decade
two). The IAU is adlmiIlis1tra1tiviely
most of its funds go to the de",el()prnerlt
astronomy. It is funded by its member countries, according to the number of individual
members in the country, and its
to
pay. There is no individual m(;~moeI'sruIP
but there are qualifications: nOl:mcLlly
in astronomy, and a few years of eXl)eri,em:e
as a professional astronomer. Since very few
planetarians qUalify for IAU
is
there any reason or possibility for liaison
between the IAU and the IPS? I think
The IAU's education programs
out through the one of its 40 "cclmlnis,sions"
or interest groups which is devoted
tion: Commission 46, on the
Astronomy (CTA). eTA exists lito further the
development and

Vol.

nomical education at all levels, throughout
the world." Among its 150 members are
national representatives from each country;
Jay Pasachoff (Williams College) is the US
representative. Its Executive Committee is a
"task group" of individuals concerned with
specific programs or projects, or specific areas
of the world Years ago, the IPS had a representative on that committee; I propose that
we restore that arrangement.
The CTA's programs include a Newsletter,
with triennial national reports; meetings
associated with IAU General Assemblies and
Regional Meetings, including a one-day
workshop for local teachers at each General
Assembly; IAU ColloqUium #105 (The
Teaching of Astronomy," held in Williamstown USA in 1988, the Visiting Lecturers'
Program, which sends experienced astronomer-educators into target" countries (most
recently, Paraguay and Peru) for up to several
months to give courses and develop collaborations; the International Schools for Young
Astronomers (co-sponsored by UNESCO)intensive three-week schools held every
year or two for advanced students and
young astronomers and teachers in different
parts of the developing world (currently
India (1994), Egypt (1994) and Brazil (1995»;
the Traveling Telescope, a Celestron-8 telescope and research-grade instruments to be
used in countries (currently Paraguay) where
astronomical research is in a developing
stage. The national representatives play an
important role in coordinating astronomy
education in their countries, and in proViding a two-way communication channel
with the IAU.
Note that most (but not all) of these activities are designed for developing countries.
The IAU also has a Working Group on the
Worldwide Development of Astronomy, and
Commission 38 (Exchange of Astronomers),
which also promote and facilitate the development of astronomy.
We should not forget the needs of the
developing countries. There are almost a
hundred countries worldwide with some
form of astronomical activity. Only 60 are
members of the IAU, and only about half of
these could be caned fully-developed.
Knowing that this includes the US, with all
of its educational challenges, there is obviously much to be done!
Astronomers and astronomy educators in
the developing countries need opportunities
to be visited and to visit abroad; they need
books, journals and eqUipment which fit
their needs and their culture. A common
phenomenon in the developing countries is
the "lone astronomer"-one individual (or at
most a small group) who is responsible for all
astronomy education at all levels-school,
II
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university and the public.
Many of CTA's activities are relevant and
accessible to planetarians. Its semi-annual
newsletter is now available electronically
(from Armando Arellano Ferro: armando
@astroscuunam.mx). The proceedings of the
Williamstown meeting (The Teaching of
Astronomy, edited by J,M. Pasachoff and J,R
Percy, published by Cambridge University
Press, 1990) is still the best overview of
astronomy education worldwide. The next
IAU CTA-supported meeting will be in
London UK, July 8-12, 1996; planetarians are
cordially invited. The one-day teachers'
workshops held at IAU General Assemblies,
Regional Meetings, and some specialized
meetings, almost always involve local planetarium staff. Planetariums are often an
important facility (sometimes the only facility) in developing countries-in India, for
instance, where they have helped to promote public and government interest in the
development of astronomy.

Astronomy Education Around the
World
When I give talks on the topiC of this article, I show slides of astronomy education
activities from a variety of countries:
II simple, inexpensive childrens' astronomy textbooks from Mexico; the same
approach is now being taken to reach
the disadvantaged schools in South
Africa.
.. "s1eepovers" under the planetarium sky
in New Zealand, and "Pipehenge"-an
astronomical"jungle gym" from the
same country.
e hands-on science centres built in former
observatories (Australia) and railway stations (New Zealand), and a planetarium
built in a former gasworks (poland).
• scale models of the solar system in parks
(Switzerland), towns (Poland) and in a
whole province (Spain).
• public observatories-a rarity in North
America, but a tradition in Europe, and
now a popular facility in Japan.
• simple, hands-on activities for high
school students in Uruguay (not just the
US).
.. summer institutes for teachers; a regular
and well-developed program in France,
years before they became common in
the US.
II journals and newsletters on astronomy
education: long-standing in France and
Germany; still lacking in the US.
II undergraduate research opportunities,
pioneered at the Maria Mitchell Observatory, Nantucket, USA.
• distance education: The Open University (UK), with more students in one
The Planetarian

astronomy course than in aU
astronomy courses in the UK COlmt)lflleOl
• the role of amateur astronomers,
plified by AstroTlOIY1Y
the US and elsewhere.
II astronomy in the media: Patrick
(UK) has the inl1IO"P•• t-lI'nnnl'1"IO" ..... 'r""'",'''' ......

How
Help
Astronomy education worldwide
most successful if everyone
help-amateur and pr<)fes;sional
teachers,
staff; publishers and
educational societies; go've]mJnent,
boards and inrl .. ~·t ..
• make education a part of your
tion, association or club: ""~vvu ••
education co-ordinator; include an education column in your ne'wslletiter.
education talks at your m€~tjings.
.. be aware of developments in education:
research on learning, and
in the
local school science curriICUJIUI1I1;
coalitions on astronomy education
your area; bring the members to~:etller
for meetings occasionally.
seek more funds for science education.
do your "bit" for astronomy education:
give (or arrange) a public lecture;
popular article; pass on your kno-wrle(iQ"e
and enthusiasm to teachers and
dents (especially from under-served
groups); support your local schools and
and culteachers; publicize the
tural benefits of astronomy.
• get more and better education in:
and night schools; museums, science
centres and planetariums;
and
conservation areas; libraries.
• help improve astronomy in books and
the media: speak out against DS{!Ua.O~;Cl
ence; work with the news
your local library choose better astronomy books; review and
school
science textbooks.
• lobby for, and help develop a planetarium, science centre or public observatory.
• support astronomy education internationally, especially in the ae'vellODllnS!
countries: learn more about these
support programs to send
books
and journals to
countries;
communicate with, visit, or otherwise
help the '41 0ne ast:ro:no'm~ers;" ~11n'nnl"t
the work of the lAU.
'l7
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Steve Tidey

Essex, England

stidey@zeroth.demon.co.uk
Planetarians are a rare breed; we like speaking in public! It is somewhat surprising, then,
that whilst in recent years a lot of attention
has been paid to ways by which the information about the universe imparted to an audience is put over in an entertaining mannermaking it more likely that patrons will hold
on to the facts for more than a few hours or
days-there has been little, if any, attention
given to the importance of the vocal quality
of the presentation. Anybody who has made
a conscious effort to use the basic skills of
public speaking, will have found that their
'live' presentations are more effective. It
sharpens your professionalism, generates
more feedback from audiences and also
increases your overall satisfaction with presenting astronomy to the public.
AcqUiring these skills will have a knockon effect in your one-to-one social conversations, too, because good public speakers command extra attention and respect, making
them more capable of communicating successfully on a personal level. Many of us are
probably self-taught as public speakers, and
have therefore unwittingly picked up bad
habits over the years which nobody has
thought to comment upon. You may think
this doesn't include you, but I would encourage everybody to seek feedback from their
colleagues. Learn from each other. It's easy to
assume you're doing fine, until somebody
sits down to consciously test your performance. Even experienced politicians, who
live on the power of words (not all of them
true!) find that they have room for improvement in some departments when they start
to appear on television, and irritating mannerisms suddenl y become magnified. What I
want to do, then, is to look at the qualities
that set expert public speakers apart from the
indifferent. This is by no means a comprehensive outline, but I hope that you can put
some of the tips to good use.
Of course, some of the pOints below only
apply when your audience can see you, so
they are best put into practice in the many
activities that are undertaken outside the
dome. Nevertheless, there are valuable
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lessons to be learned which can benefit all
types of presentations.
Before we go any further, it is worth noting that an opinion poll a few years ago indicated that 41% of the general public would
rather die than speak in public. So the next
time you do a presentation, remember: a lot
of people in the audience are willing to die
for you!
Our primary objectives when we get up to
speak to an audience are to
motivate
and entertain If you succeed in one or aU of
these areas, it will illicit a positive response
from your audience. The last nh'ipr1~hJj"'_1rn
entertain-is in some respects the most
important, because you can make an audience enjoy listening to you, even if they may
not understand the intricacies of the night
sky.

but we don't have to
detail.

want

ment, or a
ahead and cut out any
do
but get in the way
over your message. This should mc:rea:se
impact of the words you do use.
a famous BBC TV cricket commentator

What I want to do, then, is to look at
public speakers apart from the
comprehenSive outline, but I
tips to good use.
Your delivery must be
so it is
vital to use pace and pause. Adopt a
flow of speech which is neither so fast that
people are straining to keep up with you, nor
so slow that it irritates your audience. Pause
slightly between sentences and enunciate
the words dearly. To assist with
it
would be useful to record a short
presentation on audio tape and play it back to
yourself, listening for pace and pause,
emphasis on key words, voice projection,
persuasion of an argument, clarity of
thought and breathing in the right places.
Also watch for occasions when your vocal
energy dips, as it does for many people at the
end of a sentence. Or voice drag, in which
words are unnecessarily drawn out. You
should also be wary of putting on a
speaking voice or acting out of character, as
your audience must feel that you are being
genuine with them. Be yourself. Convince
them that you are worth listening to.
The Planetarian

and COIlljec1ture
otherwise
Learn to deliver your information
individual
Avoid

of a fresh way of
over
This one is difficlu.it, I know, but
too many
become we,niru!
after a short
and will make
as eX1traIDrclinar\i'/el1.0IrmC)US etc.
to

ence to grasp the mc~arnng
numbers we are used to ........
astronomy, so whenever TV'I~:dhllP
too much
on them.
to quote some numt~rs,
simplify them for
You may think the

Ke]me~mll)er

.u ..... Fi
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but a public speaker must pay attention to the
clothes worn for a presentation. Clashing colors or an untidy appearance will distract the
audience's attention from your well-prepared words about the cosmos. To bring
home this pOint, remember that a survey has
shown that 55% of a presentation's impact
comes from the speaker's appearance and his
or her physical actions. People who pay

smile-but not too often, otherwise they'll
mistake you for a politician running for
office!
Also, don't patronize your audience. You
have to show respect for them in order to get
it back.
Another tip: don't be afraid to learn from
your mistakes. All speakers have their failures,
but the good ones aren't daunted by them.

Many of us are probably self-taught as public speakers, and have
therefore unwittingly picked up bad habits over the years which
nobody has thought to comment upon. You may think this doesn't
include you, but I would encourage everybody to seek feedback from
their colleagues. Learn from each other.
attention to their appearance win be
thought of as more authoritative than those
who do not.
You can say as much with your body language as you can with your words, and so it
is important to adopt a proper, confident
posture which tells an audience that you are
comfortable being the center of attention.
Don't slouch, rock on your heels or put both
hands in your pockets. Look relaxed and
don't fidget. Stay in one spot as long as possible, because continuous movement will
quickly irritate your audience. Every significant hand gesture should add something to
the power of your words.
We must show genuine enthusiasm for our
subject. Your line of argument and persuasion has to come from the head, but try to
show people that your words come straight
from the heart, because if they don't perceive any sense of the excitement that we
feel for the study of the universe they may
justifiably ask themselves, "Why should I
bother to study it?" Planetarians have a genuine love of their work, more so than in
most occupations I could name (after all,
you aren't in it for the money!) so enthusiasm shouldn't be hard to come by. Harry
Ford, at the Caird Planetarium in Greenwich,
England, infuses his audiences in a marvelous way with his deep love of, and enthusiasm for the night sky, so much so that Dr.
George Reed believes Harry is probably the
best planetarium lecturer he's ever seen.
But of course when it comes to sheer
enthUSiasm, impact of presentation and presence, even the most experienced planetarian
can learn a thing or two from the venerable
Dr. Patrick Moore. As an example of his profeSSionalism, on one occasion a fly glided
into his mouth as he spoke to camera on The
Sky At Night, but he simply swallowed it and
carried on speaking without missing a beat!
An audience will need to see evidence that
you are enjoying speaking to them, so
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After a presentation, think back over it as
critically as you can and list any weaknesses.
Person all y, I think one of the worst things a
public speaker can do is to go through a talk
in auto-pilot, as it were, with no thought
given to its effectiveness. After all, if you
aren't continually improving your presentational skills, then you let down both yourself and your audience.
A public talk on any subject will benefit
from the inclusion of humor. This is one element which cannot be rehearsed, as humor
reqUires an audience for feedback, so try the
humor on friends and colleagues first to see
how it goes down. During a presentation, get
some of the jokes in early, as this will relax
both yourself and the audience. They are on
your side, after all, and want you to succeed
and entertain them. If you have a proven
rib-tickler, try to save it for the end of the
presentation, so you can go out on a
In the hands of a skilled planetarian, the
night sky can be discussed in an exc:iting,
vibrant way with touches of humor. For
example, I once saw the limonite that
the Martian surface it's distinctive red color
described as "designer rust"! You could also
foHow the example of the astronomical lateral thinking used by Douglas Adams in The
Hitchhikers Guide To The Galaxy. Then again,
there are a treasure trove of humorous anecdotes in two of Patrick Moore's books, Armchair Astronomy and Fireside Astronomy. Who
could forget the tale of the Spanish TV producer who asked Patrick if he could move
the track of totality during a solar eclipse,
because it would just miss his town?
In a classroom enVironment, remember
that eye contact with your audience is an
important personal touch, especially in the
first few minutes of a presentation. Think of
it as a visual handshake. Select people from
around the room and, as you speak, make
eye contact for just a second or two to make
that person feel you're speaking to them as
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an individual. But avoid in1:imidaltrnlg
stares; a
will be sulttl.c:1eIlt
This establishes a rapport with your
ence, and ensures
will listen
Iy to your well-chosen words.
To sustain a l",n<Tt"lI"1lu rI,t>Ii~[7"''''U
learn how to breathe
using the maximum
of your
Breathing control overcomes nerves,
makes your voice both reliable and
ful It will also allow you to control
ume of your voice without sh(mtilng,
A good
and pJallletarilan
should also know when to
The
sentations are those that don't last as
the audience expects. This should
them
to come back for more. We
want a
audience, but there is a
beyond which the brain turns
so
be conscious of this. And wherever po:s.sU)1e,
try to link the end with the tntroclucUo]n,
this neatly bookends the pr(;~]ltation,
To sum up,
for a more pr()tes,sional
presentational style
" use pace and pause in your rI""llh"",.."
• value the
of words

@I

•
"

"
I)

III

"
I)

*

avoid
cliches
limit the number superIClltivles you
be conscious
maintain good energy in your voice
avoid word drag
adopt a confident posture
smile-but not too often
enthusiasm
learn from your mistakes
humor into your rl""llhu~..'117
make occasional eye contact
audience
breathe from the dic;lpl1lfa~~m
know when to
OK, now knock 'em dead!
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In addition to The '-".",,,,,,,,,-,..
and the electronic newsletter of IAU Commission 46 mentioned earHer, the best and
most convenient sources of information on
astronomy education are the articles appearing regularly in Mercury, the
of the Astronomical
390 Ashton Avenue, San Francisco
94112-1787.
If you want more information or
on astronomy education
feel free to contact me.

Hom
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Gary Likert
1203 Highway 25
Gallatin, Tennessee 37066
The exotic projectors wheel and turn
beneath the darkening dome as a thunderstorm hangs over the glowing western horizon. Now the stars are coming out one by
one, and, the lecturer begins his guided tour
through the night skies. While this certainly
is a scene we're all familiar with, the locale
perhaps is not. We're in Bob Myler's basement in suburban St. Louis, Missouri, witnesSing a home planetarium theater in action!
Bob is a charter member of the one year
old Home Planetarium Association, a group
of dedicated if slightly crazy people that
build and operate their own home planetaria. Going far beyond those 'toy' projectors

cally inclined people that delight in the
meticulous plotting and drilling of a convincing starfield, or the precise workings of a
smooth motor-driven sphere. The challenge
of bringing nature's grandest spectacle forth
on command is a powerful motivator. But
there are other drivers in this paSSion, giving
surprising depth to the HP A roster. Many
enthusiasts are more armchair-bound
astronomers, lovers of sky lore, books and
theory associated with the night sky. Most
share cherished childhood memories of trips
to planetaria, particularly the big early institutions such as Hayden, Adler and Buhl. The
lore and evolution of the planetarium itself

... Home Planetarium Association, a group of dedicated if slightly
crazy people that build and operate their own home planetaria.
that come and go in the marketplace, there
are some surprisingly imaginative and
sophisticated home facilities popping up
across the U.S. and abroad. This all makes
sense when you consider other related trends
which are making the home its own self contained universe these days. But what universe is complete without the stars?
At least in HP A's case, this passion goes
back to the 1940s. Member Stephen Smith
was written up in Life magazine, February 23,
1948, for his elaborate hand-constructed
cylindrical star projector. The sign on the
door of this 16 year-old's room/theater was
simple in its eloquence: 'I hope you will
enjoy the show, and leave with a greater
understanding of the cosmos and its awful
wonders that will beckon men on forever'.
HP A founding mentor Dr. Richard Emmons
(father of recent IPS President Dr. Jeanne
Bishop) put literally thousands of people
through his garage planetarium in N.
Canton, Ohio ,during the 19505. His 1950 thesis is one of the first scholarly treatises on
small planetaria, and is heavily borrowed to
this day at Kent State University. Dr.
Emmons later went on to create the starballs
for a successful line of small school planetaria called TSA, and it was through advertisements for the sale of surplus TSA starballs
that several purchasers UncI uding the
au thor) first got together to found the HP A.
What is the 'profile' of the home planetarium enthusiast? The answer is as varied as
with the planetarium professional or amateur astronomer. Some are highly mechani10

is also of interest to many, even to the point
of private home collections of older professional small units. There are man y, man y
ways to explore this area of interest.
The obvious centerpiece of any planetarium is the star projector. Home builders
employ numerous pinhole projection~ech
niques using a variety of globes, cylinders,
and more exotic containers. Metal globes
(where they can be found) retain a betterdrilled star image than newer fiberboard
globes, where the star holes tend to 'close
back up'. Cylinders and geodesic dome constructions can also be used as long as the star
holes are aligned directly with the Ught
source and distortions are limited. Obvious-

er up. Suitable bulbs can be found
neighborhood Radio Shack outlet hn'url<>'","""
Filters may be
to introduce
Naked
tic star colors to your re-created
eye objects such as the Andromeda
and Great Orion Nebula may be SiI1(lUllatE~d
with diffusing tape, and the Pleiades
recreated by \".CUo;;;.llJUJ
masking tape that covers a
Simple lenses may be I"mlnl«)Vf'li
stars, and it is iJV~"'lLU'Ao;;;
Way and lunar
(sometimes m;:lSK~eQ) "" .."•• "',..+;
"access
usually at the south
be cut to anow for
and
light placement.
Mountings for home vjcim~taria
gamut, varying from
motor drives. Like
complex
torially mounted
the starball must
be tilted to approximate the latitude
ed, and of course must be hand or
rotatable east to west. A wide
of small
motors and gears are available to the
ist. Horizon cutoff mechanisms can
achieved either by providing a tl(Jl(lti:n~,
baled shield around the light source or with
a physical half "box' around the star
itself. Many home units errlnlOV
smaller
mounted in 1"2'1'1'11<'>1"'"
the main
a popular choice
clear plastic 'Star Theater' by
Ltd for constellation outline pr()jec:ticm
the lights on. Other accessories are
only by the imagination of the builder
include lensed
diffuse
dimmable 'house Ught' sources, and
built or
available handheld
laser arrow
From
turned
mounts to electronic C011so,les.
people are
it all.
Home dome construction lends itself
rather ingenious
with prc)jec:tion
surfaces
from PVC pir)e-1mtlDC)rt~!d
fabric structures to solid
cylindrical tanks or other

. .. there are some surprisingly imaginative and
home facilities popping up across the U.S. and abroad.
Iy, a commercial celestial globe has the
advantage of preplotted stars. Complicating
the process of plotting your own stars for
later drilling on a globe is the need for working backwards -some sort of template is usually employed Scales of magnitudes must be
carefully worked out and drill bits or pins
selected accordingly. Opinions on light
sources vary. Although conventional wisdom says filament size should be minimized
(since it will be projected by the pinholes),
filament location can also be key. Filaments
mounted too low in the bulb often cause secondary reflections as opposed to those highThe Planetarian

Obviously, the 'portable vs. pelrIDcment'
tion is key here. Small commercial
Hon domes are now a viable
for
less-handy with curved surfaces. One of the
tricks in any dome
is
the
seams and providing a highly reflective projection surface. Silo domes look like
candidates for a projection
but
corrugated construction necessitates some
sort of inner subsurface. Dome size de'peIlds
upon the projector and
Dome
locations are
and have been built
garages, barns, basements, and SU!SpE~nCled
from the ceilings of classrooms. The author
Vol.

the fun in a home plane1tari urn can reaH y

Two views of Bob Myler's basement home planetarium.
once constructed a
white posterboard
dome in the walk-in
doset of his first apartment-it was necessary
to lie flat on your back
with your head uvderneath to see the recreated sky, but it was quiet
convincing! One HP A
member (reportedly)
has a small dome suspended over his ki tchen table. Taking the
'portable' approach to
the extreme, the educational value of simply
using the ceiling and
walls of a darkened
room cannot be underestimated, especially for
children. I have managed to teach my fouryear-old son constellation shapes and
motions using a simple
handheld projector and
the walls and floor of
our darkened bathroom shower stall. The
sky really is the limit if
you use your imagination.
Beyond the baSiCS,
special effects are where
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Custom horizon silhouettes
are virtually
traversing both space and
time. I have plans to recreate my boyhood home and
recapture some rich astronomical memories. Detailed instructions on how to
achieve a photographic
horizon from anywhere are
available. Horizons can
even integrate other, threedimensional items such as
model buildings or railroads, incorporating several
hobbies in the home setting. Bob Myler's downtown St. Louis horizon
even ind udes a
red
LED high atop the Gateway
Arch. Other areas where
HP A members have run
wild ind ude composing
and recording their own
soundtracks. This is a whole
subset of the hobby, as
there are many instrumentalists who put out 'space music' and other
works suitable for the planetarium environment. Digital audio is now a reality in the
home studio. AUXiliary projectors are yet
another whole area of endless possibilities.
We have seen homemade projectors to simulate sunrise/sunsets, the Northern Lights, and
even that thunderstorm mentioned earlier
(achieved with an oil lamp chimney, rubbing alcohol and a magiC marker).
have created very accurate constellation outline slides and hand projectors to house
them. With the advent of home movie theaters, incredible sound/video systems are
now available. Special effects put the icing
on the home planetarium cake, and no one
can say just what will come out of a home
workshop next.
To summarize, one of the best things
about a home planetarium facility is that
you can spend what you want to spend.
Since you are the director, creative consultant, and projector operator all roBed into
one, it's practical to start extremely small
and build over the years. Consider bringing
this passion into your own home if you
haven't. You may find that even the humblest effort will somehow bring a darkened
room alive. Imagine the look on your child's
face when the universe suddenly turns on at
home, almost dose enough to touch.
Home Planetarium Association membership costs just $10 per year for the quarterly
newsletter and mailing list. Please contact
Gary Likert for details.

*
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As a child, I was always interested in star
shows and planetariums. The dark eerie coldness that encapsulated me and carried me to
a new world of brightly lit stars and constellations was like a carnival ride that scared,
yet captivated me. Recalling the power of
this enchantment, I regretfully realized that I
had now shed the naivete necessary for magical transportation. While visiting Hopkins
planetarium two years ago, the benefits of
wisdom became apparent. Maturity enabled
me to see beyond the limitations of childhood. My adult understanding and appreciation of technological advancement and
innovative engineering created an entirely
new fascination with how the show was produced and directed The magical experience
was stiH alive. The creative learning devices
were amusing and entertaining, yet effective.
The variety of resources and their ability to
conform to and enhance specific themes
appealed to my sense of choreographiC
melody. My senses and my artistic instincts
were aroused.
As a performance artist and choreographer, the many versatile computerized graphics
and multimedia capabilities stimulated my
interest in a collaborative performance
event involving a media specialist and the
planetarium staff. The aspect of the planetarium that solidified my direction for the next
two years, was the dome. Designed by Don
Lunetta, it has a 40-foot (12 meter) diameter,
a 20-foot (6 meter) depth and is tilted horizontally toward the audience 40 degrees. Its
three-dimensionality creates the musion of
suspension in a shell-like cocoon, warmly
cradling and invhing the audience to participate. The console controls are hidden in a
pit in front of the audience. Separating the
dome from the pit is a semicircular 30-foot
by 7-foot (9 x 2 meter) stage. The theater contains 125 unidirectional seats. I felt that this
space, with assistance from the planetarium
staff, could provide nearly ideal support for a
mul ti-media performance concert.
My thematic interest is light. For two

years I have been researching, experientially,
the ways the human body can interact with
light to produce desired or random patterns
and intensities of shadow. I first made a
limited study of light in order to discover
how it behaves in its natural environment. I
began to understand light by mimicking, on
a small scale, the patterns the planets make
around the sun and noting the shape and

My first realization was
the random and chon;~gra!)hed

video
and camcorders
difficult and restrictive. Quite often
blocked and left without
fulfilled
creative

For two years I have been researching. experientially,
human body can interact with light to produce
patterns and intensities of shadow.
intensity of the shadows produced. I then
reproduced, in a performance arena in Washington D.C., planetary movements using
dancers as intersectors and flashlights as the
light source. The natural movement of the
human body produced a limitless vocabulary of shadow shape and form as the interacting forces attempted to envelop and
evade each other.
At this
I
making correlations
between my findings and those of 15th century artist/inventor/astronomer Leonardo
da Vinci. While trying to understand shadow
in his development of a more realistic
ing technique, da Vinci explained that "...
shadow is a mingling of darkness with
and it will be of greater or lesser
the light with which it is
is of
greater or lesser strength," Between light and
dark there is no qualitative breat,
transitions of saturation. He further stated, ''It is
inherent in the nature of a shadow that it is
neither pure Ught nor absolute darkness but
a product, a blending of the two." It is these
naturalistic observations that prompted da
Vinci to question the variations of luminosity (sources) and how they affect the subject.
In his later manuscripts he formalized his
views on light and shadow and categOrized
the resulting types of light. These categories
of light, which I was pleased to see correlated
with my findings, induded universal, specif-

Jenefer Davies has recently completed her masters of fine arts coursework in
dance and theater arts at The George Washington University in Washington
D.C. She has danced and choreographed professionally for theaters and is the
executive director of Acute Angles Dance Theater.
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movements into my chon~o~~raphy
focused my thematic
cert, "Chiaroscuro: a movement pajmtilng
II after the pailntiing techniQUle
same name
arguably,
famous
Relmbrarldt.
I decided to l .....,,"",,·H ......... o
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In
upon
gr,adl11a1te school environment, space
became
and
unavailable.
For two years I had been
curtains and sheets on three
flashlights from
projectors wherever I went and attemmtjmR
the
of video in a
stage theater.
"J"" ........ '" into the planetarimn .. ,~"'.nh,,>rl
pn~di(:anleIllt. The standard features withexceeded my needs. Due
vast array of instrumentation, new secti01:1S
of dance were added that used
effects
.£"ralPnJCS I had not .......:lo" ....u , d "

their natural
The Lumina computer
program, a surrealistic
aura of white
alone and later
light, was initially
imitated by dancers with
The
theme of the concert, became essential to its
existence. As rehearsals
variations
to the theme were added and the planetarium became
of the
The
concert grew into a site
work.
New movement was added to the
imitatirlR the architecture of the pI2me~taJ:ium. The stairs
into the
were choreographed into the movement.
Dancers moved behind the
it
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duced a contorted search light appearance as
the beams of light attempted to conform to
the curves and structure of the dome. Britt
Rossie, planetarium director, wrote that (lone
section that really left an impression was one
performer climbing up a 30 foot [9 meter]
catwalk using a simple flashlight shinning
up from below. She appeared to have ascended to the stars and then vanished in the
heavens above."
As multimedia collaborator for "Chiaroscuro," Michael Mansfield was responsible
for the coordination of all visual effects that
would enhance and clarify the thematic
statement of the performance piece. This
involved adapting the original visual design
to take advantage of the effect generators
already present in .the planetarium. Planetarium lighting effects that were incorporated into the performance piece were the Spitz
512ATM2 star projector, AVL controlled special effects, Lumina effects generator, and
two slide projectors. Hollins College, a
woman's liberal arts college in Roanoke,
Virginia, also supported this program by providing all video projection and recording
eqUipment.
The slides used in the performance were
taken during the rehearsal period by MariaChristina B. Pierson, using dancers moving
with flashlights and Christmas lights. The
shutter of the camera was held open from 30

seconds to 2 minutes depending on the intensity of the light source. In this way, as the
dancer moved, her image and the path of the
light was burned onto the film. These slides
were choreographed and projected from
extreme left and right remote controlled
consoles in the planetarium. Using this
placement, the slide projection covered a 6
by 8 foot (1.8 by 2.4 meter) area beginning at
the base of the stage and reaching onto the
dome. During this section, dancers moved
through the projection, interacting with the
image and the light paths of the slides.
In addition to the special lighting and
slide effects, we used video projection of
both live and prerecorded video throughout
the performance. As the audience entered
the planetarium they passed through a video
projection of earlier incarnations of
IIChiaroscuro." We hoped this effect would
initiate the audience into the piece by
bathing them in projected light, in very
much the same way as the performers would
be lighted. Additional connection with the
performance was provided by flashlights
which were located throughout the planetarium and which were used by the audience
to explore the arena before the formal part
of the performance began.
We projected an original video created by
Michael Mansfield on the dome using an
LCD panel and a high output overhead pro-

jector. The video formally introduced the
audi.ence to the piece and the space
exploring the textural aspects of the
tarium in relation to those of the pelrfolrmlers..
We intercut images of different parts of the
planetarium with images of the pel:fOlim,ers..
The hard angularities of the pJc:metar'IUin's
architecture were contrasted with different
parts of the human form. Various Hghting
effects were used so that we displayed both
the planetarium and the performers in differing schemes of light and shadow.
ularl y effective part of the video had the performers positioned about the star prc)jec:tor
as it exited its enclosure and was turned on.
was
The general lighting in the
lowered as the ball emerged,
an
effect in which the star field moved in and
out of view depending on the
of
the dancers.
One of our desires was to incorporate live
video into IIChiaroscuro" so that the technology of light projection interacted with
the live performance. We hoped this would
provide a clear expression of how
effects, dependent on technology, can
enhance the artistic expression of a
mance piece. We accomplished this goal
turning a line of sight problem to our advantage. The relative placement of the stage, in
regard to the planetarium's seating, made it
difficult for the audience to see a particular

Timed release shutter slide of dancer walking with Christmas lights. Photographer M. Pierson
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solo performed on the floor of the stage. This
situation allowed us to interact with the performer and to project live video onto the
dome above and behind the dancer. This
effect was one of the most haunting and
evocative of "Chiaroscuro" and allowed us to
display different nuances of light and shadow that we had not explored
We had a great deal of difficulty devising
an ending for "Chiaroscuro" that reflected
our thematic interests and incorporated the
elements of performance, planetarium lighting effects, and live video footage that we
felt were essential to the resolution of the
piece. After a great deal of experimentation
we created an ending that satisfied our goals.
After a dramatic shadow dance section,
which was generated using a cloud effects
program, one dancer left the stage and began
tracing a path out of the planetarium using a
single light source. The performer's path was
followed by the videographer, who moved
to take her place on stage. The image of the
performer was projected onto the dome until
she reached the back of the planetarium. At
that point the image faded to black and the
piece ended.
The result of this concert was very beneficial for the planetarium. It exercised Hopkins' desire for more educational, entertaining programming. The concert brought a
new audience to the facility who may return

to view new exhibits of star shows, thus
providing financial benefits. Due to the concert's wide publicity, new groups have
requested the use of the planetarium, expanding it's marketing area. As the full
potential of the auditorium is realized, specific performances could be organized to
reach out to different cultural or ethnic
groups, proViding enriching productions and
hopefully serving as a vehicle for enlightenment. Each new group allowed to use the
space will find ways to manipulate the
instrumentation to create new effects, serving as a resource for the planetarium's own
shows. This exchange of ideas would help
keep the planetarium's programming exciting and innovative.
As with all collaborative events, difficulties arose and were dealt with. To produce
such a large concert, many long hours and
frequent rehearsals were held. Due to the
piece's site-specific nature, rehearsals were
held in the planetarium auditorium Console
operators were a time and financial investment for the planetarium. Therefore, a strict
time line of rehearsals was necessary. No further expenses were incurred as rehearsals
were held in the frequent down time of the
facility. On the few occasions when groups
had previously requested the planetarium,
rehearsals were held in the Hollins College
dance studio. We recreated the planetarium

in the dance studio by taping out its stage
measurements on the floor.
the
dance group was taught by console operator,
Mark Catron, to correctly and
use
the eqUipment belonging to the plametarlurn. At the end of each rehearsal we
realigned slide and special effects generators
for the next day's star shows.
A multi-media concert, or even a
theater or dance event, can be trimmed
down and used within or during
planetarium shows. In my experience at
Hopkins, working with the planetarium staff
gave me a new perspective and eXlparlde:d
my creative goals. Mark Catron became very
interested in and involved in my artistic theory. His enthusiasm and daily presence at
rehearsals integrated him into the cast and
prOVided me with a creative, willing, special
effects collaborator. In much the same way,
teaming science with the arts makes a complimentary learning environment. Scientific
information is made more approachable
with entertaining learning tools. Also, students are exposed to the arts in a new way.
Mr. Rossie is hoping I/to expound on these
techniques with a spin-off interactive
starshow that will include both the arts and
sciences." In addition, it gives artists new,
inexpensive performance arenas with built
in multimedia capabilities and a world of
thematic choices.

'*

Dancer's movement painting of light Photographer M. Pierson
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Tadao Nakano
Chairman
IPS '96 Conference
Director, Science Museum of Osaka
Introduction
The '96 IPS (International Planetarium Society) Conference will be
the first such Conference to be held in
Japan, or in Asia We, the organizers of
the Conference in Japan, feel greatly
honored to be chosen as the hosts for
this memorable event.
Japan has more than 300 planetariums; only the u.s. has more planetariums than Japan. About 80 planetariums in Japan have created the Japan
Planetarium Society UPS), which is
working toward the development of
planetariums in the country. Since
1993, JPS has been affiliated with IPS.
Organizations of planetariums other
than JPS have also been established in
Japan; it is expected that aU these organizations will cooperate with JPS in
preparing for the IPS Conference.
The IPS Conferences have been
attended by enthusiastic participants
from various countries. We hope that
not only previous participants, but
many new participants, particularly
those from Asian countries, will
attend the Conference, furthering
friendly exchange between planetarians" from all over the world, and helping develop planetariums throughout
the world
II

Conference
Through discussion with the present and the past preSident, we have
decided to hold the IPS '96 Conference
from July 12 to 16, 1996. In addition,
we are also planning pre-conference
trips on July 11 and 12, and a post-conference tour from July 17 to 20.
During the previous IPS Conference
in Florida, it was announced that the
'96 Conference would be held from
July 14 to 18,1996. Subsequently, however, the Conference date has been
advanced by two days, after consideration of air fare and other factors.
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tion on the 6""'UG'.nir.rr
a farewell party on the !p'o"poninrr
(See the table below for details of the
ence schedule.)

Conference Schedule
(Preliminary)
Wednesday, July 10
9:00-17:00
13:00-19:30

Council meeting
Registration for Pre-conference tour

Thursday, July n
9:00-19:00

Pre-conference tour (Kyoto)

Friday, July 12
9:00-17:00
12:00-19:30
19:00-21:00

Pre-conference tour (Nara)
Registration
Evening reception

Saturday, July 13
7:00-8:30
9:00-9:30
9:45-11:45
12:00-13:00
13:30-18:00
18:30-19:30
19:30-20:30

Breakfast on your own
Welcome ceremony
Paper session 1
Lunch provided
Business meeting
Buffet dinner provided
Cultural event

Sunday, July 14
9:00-10:00
10:30-11:30
12:00-13:00
14:00-17:30
18:00-21:00

Breakfast provided
Paper session 2
Lunch on your own
Excursion
Vendor time

Monday, July 15

1. Schedule of the IPS '96

Those who have

7:00-8:30
9:00-10:30
10:30-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:30-18:00

Breakfast on your own
Paper session 3
Affiliate meeting
Lunch on your own
Vendor time, Workshop 1

Tuesday, July 16
7:00-8:30
9:00-10:00
10:00-11:30
12:00-13:00
13:30-16:00
16:00-17:30
18:00-21:00

Breakfast on your own
Panel discussion
Workshop 2
Lunch provided
Visit Science Museum of Osaka
Council meeting
Farewell Party

Wednesday, July 17 -Saturday, July 20
Post-conference tour

The Plane tar ian

tory,
to
a spec:ialist
a central role in the satellite "Yohkoh"
Project, which has .....",.rI",r"'Ari spJencjid
results. Many of those interested
IPS Conference are sure to have seen
the exciting
a
that was taken by "Yohkoh." With
regard to the theme of his
we
dishave requested Professor
cuss the results and prospects of solar
observation, particularly that in
space, by Japanese researchers.

ference is 20,000 yen (anDrax.
the current eX1cmmj/:e
covers the costs
cultural events, excursions
wen party. In addition, p.artiICipc:mts
the Conference will be res'poltlsilb.l.e
trans'[Jortatton and
their own
expenses.
refers to some expenses for breakfast
and lunch.)
If you want to
in preand post-conference tours, an addi(The fee for
tional payment is
pre- and
tours are
15,000 yen (approx. $175) and 50,000
yen (appro x. $575), W'p~1nPrtivphT

3. Venue
Most events of the '96 Conference
will be held at the International
Osaka (known as I-house), I-house a
building
for international
conferences which was OD(~ned
February 1987. Its features include a
large hall
1,000 people, and all necessary eq'liplm€~nt

international conferences.
For the first time, both Japanese and
English will be used as the official languages
of the '96 Conference. Simultaneous or successive interpretation service will be provided at all Conference sessions.
Also, a trade show will be held at I-house,
probably for about two days.

4. Host Planetarium
The Science Museum of Osaka will serve as
the host planetarium for the '96 Conference.
The Museum, opened in October 1989, is relatively new. Its predecessor, the Osaka
Electric-Science Museum, was known as the
site of Asia's first planetarium, which was
installed there in 1937. Visitors to the new
Museum can see the original planetarium, a
grand Zeiss II, though it will not be operated
The planetarium presently used at the
Science Museum of Osaka is a Minolta
Infinium Alpha. It is operated in a dome
with a diameter of 26.5 m and a floor inclination of 20 degrees. An Omnimax is also
installed in the Museum
In addition, the Museum has an exhibition space of approx. 3,000 square meters,
used for exhibition in such fields as astronomy, physics, chemistry and engineering.

Only a small number of hotels are located
near the Conference venue. Therefore, not
all participants will be able to go to or from
the venue by foot. Compared with other
countries, hotels in Japan are relatively
expensive: an overnight stay in a single
room, furnished with a bed, a bathroom, a
small table, a chair and a TV set, costs at least
7,000 yen (approximately $80 at the current
exchange rate). The per-capita cost of staying
in a twin room is not significantly lower
than the cost of staying in a single room.
We have reserved about 300 hotel rooms,
from which participants can reach the
venue within 30 minutes. The prices of these
rooms range from 7,000 to 13,000 yen
(approx. $80 to $150) per person. An extra fee
(approx. 1,000 yen, or $12) is charged for
breakfast. For many participants, public
transportation will prove useful in going to
or from the venue. Incidentally, subways in
Japan (especially in Osaka) are safer than
their counterparts in any other country.
We are investigating accommodation and
transportation possibilities to allow for the
greatest convenience for those participants
who are new visitors to Japan.

A two-day trip from Osaka is planned as a
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pre-conference event. The destinations are
Kyoto and Nara, world-famous ancient cities
of Japan, where participants will be able to
see ancient temples, beautiful gardens, and
more. How about spending some time in
these cities before the Conference?
The visit to Kyoto will take place on July
11. Participants in the trip will depart Osaka
early in the morning and arrive in Kyoto
after an approXimately 9O-minute bus ride.
In Kyoto, participants will visit Nijo Castle
(buHt by a shogun) and Kinkakuji Temple,
and other sites. They will also caB at Kyoto
Handicraft Center, where they will be able to
observe demonstrations of traditional
Japanese handicraft, and shop around for
souvenirs. Participants will conveniently
return to their hotels in Osaka in the
evening.
The visit to Nara is scheduled for July 12. It
takes approXimately one hour to go from
Osaka to Nara by bus. On this day, the participants will visit the Daibutsuden building
of Todaiji Temple, the world's largest wooden building, as well as Kasuga Taisha Shrine,
with its more than 1,000 garden lanterns.
Since an official event will be held in the
evening of this day, however, this trip will be
shorter than the trip to Kyoto.
Since July coincides with the rainy season
in Japan, the weather for these trips is likely
to be rainy. Even so, participants should
have no reason to regret such weather, since
rain enhances the original atmosphere of
Kyoto and Nara as ancient cities. You~eed
only a small umbrella to enjoy this atmosphere.

cm On this

will stay

with an interferometer, and a
wave radio
with
m.
this eQllipment. reseal:chers
engaged in the observation
interstellar mClle(:U1E~s, nrodlucinsr

UU.UAIUA\.

priate lalDaIlese-stvJle
located near
a severe pr()01em
with these spas is that hotels there
""v.""".... "h7£> We are
hard
atmosphere
exceeding bu~dgE~tar'V
The palrtlClPl:lmts

Post-conference
A trip along the former Tokaido and Nakasendo Highways (ancient highways which
no longer exist) will be held as the DmiI-oonference tour. This tour features visits to the
research institutes of two major Japanese
planetarium manufacturers. Accordingly,
the tour will undoubtedly prove interesting
for planetarians.
Participants in this tour will board a Shinkansen train (bullet train) in Osaka on the
morning of July 17. Their first destination
will be Minolta's research institute in
Toyokawa, Aichi Prefecture. After visiting
the institute, participants will reverse their
course to Nagoya, a metropolis in central
Japan. Nagoya City Science Museum, one of
the most active museums in Japan with
regard to planetarium-related programs, is
located in this city. Arriving at the museum
in the evening, the participants will enjoy a
planetarium show featuring computer
mUSiC, and attend a "star party" using a
reflecting telescope with a diameter of 60
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Schedule from Now:
SetJlternbc:!r. 1995 present this article
1996
send the formal
lion form and cOlrlfe:reIlce
information
March 31, 1996
deadline for re~;istrat:ion
and abstract
12-16,1996
IPS Conference

Address for .......,......"...........
Secretariat of IPS'96 Office

c/o Inter
3-7-3 Nakatsu, Kita-ku

Osaka ""''''.... .....
+81--6-372-9345
fax: +81-6-372-6127
OJ ..." ' .
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To p/anetarians who
SI<y-S/<an

say~

says~

The best media control system
money can buy now costs less
money. A lot less.
Take our new TlIYME II Data/
Time Interface. It costs over 60%
less than its predecessor. Our
new NUTMEG utility cards
make automated dimming and
switching functions dramatically
less expensive. New pricing on
existing SPICE Automation
hardware delivers even more
savings.
If you1re planning a new or revitalized theater, call us for a
quote. The best is within reach.

Sky-Skan.. Inc.
51 Lake Street
Nashua NH 03060-4513

USA
Toll-free 800-880-8500
Tel. 603-880-8500

Fax 603-882-6522

radio station to put
on a "What's
radio show-a once-aweek show on
and
events. This ran for a year.
this time, Dave
Maness had
the staff, and we switched
to a classical radio station where we n"~>"'Plnt
ed
" with a similar
for about
three years until that station was sold and
went from classical to adult rock format, whatever that is. Then we went back to
the PBS station with a new feature, "The Sky
" which consists of a live
conversation with the station's program
director/announcer once a week.
And, since
I've been
update on
on the
radio station.
decided that you should offer
an astronomy show on a local radio station.
Or
you haven't. If that's the case,
then read on, as we detail, in
outline
form, aU the
you
think about
up
such a service.
L'-A .... lJ.AVA .....

AAU'.>LAU""

\JU'{;;HjUU~

and

the Dome" addresses straH~gH~s
for
active, aggresobservation
as
pl(me~tal~iUlm shows.

Im~ist:ics

-';A._un11'",,£>

E. You can
F. You are
musemm's or plalIletarimn's .........""".'uu
ment.
G. You may enhance your

and generate scriDt/shlow maltelial.
1 It's your one

star!"
Dave su~~ested ':>,,,,,,,,-I'ho.. DO!iSible
on a radio show: if
event
up, the radio h .., ... "'rl .... "'"tsave you from
to answer
and
the same information
but
the other

L

I've
returned from the June, 1995
South Eastern Planetarium Association conference held in Macon,
hosted
the staff of the Mark Smith Planetarium/Museum of Arts and Sciences. A work...... ''''''.,''n i-£,.rl there

Bradenton, Florida, and me.
Dave had caned up a few weeks earlier,
and told me he'd wanted to put on a workabout radio astronomy. Since neither
Dave nor I would know transmitter from a
matter-antimatter
I knew
that the kind of radio he meant was broadcast
am-fm stuff. So Dave and
I talked about what it takes to put
a
radio
and
Fleenor rounded
si1()wing- how he could make
even a TV weatherman sound like he actually knew
about astronomy. (We11
talk about
in a
later column.)
I first got involved with a service like this
when
as an intern at
Planetarium in the late '70s. No radio show
but like many other
had a i-",io"",hn,.,.,.<>

the summer
updates on its
orbit and last chances
to see it in the
before it hit Australia)
When I moved to
I was

Vol.

Avery
ble reasons.
A. It will establish a connection between you
and the public.
1. It will help to raise your
visibiland increase public awareness of
your planetarium's existence.
2. It wiB make it
for lots more
to hear you, whether you're talkabout
on in
what
is best to use, and so on.
B. It will establish a connection between you
and the media
in the broad1. Most media
cast arena, are
for an
who can put the local
This could be you.
2.
these connections will establish
pf()fes,sional rep1utcltioifl for you and
your
in the
who monitor
each other to see what the COlmr:letttioifl
is up to.
3. When you have
newsworto announce, it will make it easier
to get them to listen to you. After a
out
information, astronomy education
nIt will boost
attendance. You
in nummay not see an immediate
bers (unless there's some
sky event
program that
plugging). But an upward attendance trend should appear over the
term of months and years, as this kind of
program lends itself wen to word-ofmouth ..... " h l i r i i " n
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me.

II.
host the show?

too easy.
sVJ:ldicat:ed service,like Stanlate.
C. Whoever on your staff is the
my expert lPlro[)a()lV
a one-person operaltion.)
you can share the workload with \.,jU'O<AU.''-U
staff.
0. The person
your staff who
communication skilllsJ'speaJ<in.2" ''',nj ....p'rIPr_
sona,
the human
a lot of voice impelrfe<:ti()flS
E. the person is very enthusiastic
wise".

Which radio station should I approa(:h
offer 1:bJs savice?

more coooeralthre
show.
into alot
B. A classical or fine arts station
best, because classical music .l.is1teners
also the same
who like
pl;:mt:!taliulm shows or look up the
C. If you haven't got one of
try a
radio ;)LGlLl'UU.
amileIlCe, but the NPR folk
sonleti:mes
of your
can handle
go with thf'm--in~t
expect to be thanked.
D.Talk

ern; Baby Boomeri Rock 'n RoB; Popular
E. Religious. Be careful here. Actually, be careful everywhere. George tens me he put
some spots together that ended up being
into a creation vs. evolution program. Don't let anybody who doesn't
share your mission statement have the
final mix on a product you put out. Unless
you really, really trust them. Then don't.
F. The sky belongs to everyone, and demogralpblics don't mean that much. Go with
any viable radio station you can.

There are advantages and disadvantages to
any format. Generally, play to your
strengths. Consider these options:
A. "Stardate" type program: pre-produced by
another facility, featuring a professionally
researched/written script, a smooth narrative voice, and a music background. PosSibly, the station that airs this will promote your programs or local comments as
well.
(+) easy work for you-as Bill Clinton would
say, "a no-brainer."
(+) information is accurate, well-written and
slick.
(-) the station has to pay for it-they hate
that.
(-) the information is not area-specific. If
you've to got a local observing spot or special regional considerations, a syndicated
spot won't cover it.
B. An in-house produced or radio station-produced spot, approximately three minutes
long, in the style of IIStardate," with or
without background music.
(+) no cost to the station-they like that.
(+) the information is local, with regional
references
(-) very time-consuming-you have to
research, write, record, and sometimes
deliver the product.
(-) your work gets limited airing-maybe
once or twice a week. Unless you write a
three-minute spot five times a week
(I've never met any planetarian with
that much free time.)
C. You produce a one-minute spot, five times
a week. This is what I'm doing now-it
chews up about two to three hours a week
for research/Writing/narration work.
(+) no cost to station or you.
(+) local information.
(+) lots more exposure, maybe three times
a day; you develop regular listeners.
(-) time-consuming.
(-) some days there's absolutely nothing to
talk about.
D. A live, interactive, conversational program, about three minutes in length. The
radio station calls you up at a regular time,
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say, every Friday
after the noon news,
and you and the announcer talk about
what's going on in the current night
etc.
(+) no costs.
(+)local information.
(+) it's conversational and spontaneous,
easy to listen to.
(+) no research or script writing time; you
just need to keep abreast of upcoming
sky events, and work from a simple outline of things to talk about, astronomy
anecdotes, etc.
(-) if announcer/sky expert rapport is missing, it shows.
(-) it can ramble and get off on a tangent,
while important points are forgotten.
(-) logistical problems-you and the
announcer both have to be at the
phone at the exact time, the phone lines
have to be free, etc.
(-)(+) your telephone voice quality is substandard On the other hand, this same
quality can lend a "live, on location"
feel to the report, enhancing its effect.
(-) it can be very scary-you're doing it
live, the announcer can sometimes
you with a "stump the astronomer"
question.
E. Live, remote spot. The station comes out
to your facility or observing location at
sunset, maybe once a month for a half
hour or so when there's a thin new crescent moon, and broadcasts from there
while you point out things to see in the
sky.
(+) no cost to you.
(+) terrific gimmick.
(+) spontaneous, conversational, local flavor.
(+) very high radio profile.
(-) station invests time, staff and
ment
(-) more preparation, presentation time on
your part.
(-) can be scary.
(-) what do you do if its raining or cloudy?
Other activities can be substituted, but
you need to develop them just in case...
F. Showcase a planetarium soundtrack, either
whole or in segments.
(+) no cost to you or station.
(+) material is easily prepared
(+) professional quality, slick.
(+) great exposure for your programs, good
air time.
(-) unlike the planetarium, there are no
visuals to accompany and support
soundtrack.
G. Public service announcements,
event promotions.
(+) can be run repeatedly
(+) minimal or no costs
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(-) some time investment,
much.
V. What should I talk about?
A The

moon
4. Constellation \IT'I'~lthnlr\a'v
B. Astl~onc)my
1. Current astronomy
2. Other astronomy
3. Historical events, anlni,'er.saries.
C Your current
show.
D.
and events.
E. Museum activities, WOlr1<~;.nolpS, eXI:ur'Sions,
etc.
F. Light po.uu1t101l1, space program,
ed social
G. How science and astroIl.OJDY w~Drk.
Vl Are there any
into?

For instance, I'm on a ten-month cm1tract
with my
and while I'm away
couple of
I don't want
ing about
in my spots. So
before I left, I set aside a
of
recorded about
buy a teH~SC()pe,
can I see the

show. But it's
situation from time to time.

VII. What resow:ces will I need?
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FOR PLANETARIUMS
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the cause of chromatic abervirtual
ration, etc. Also look for a slide of
with some of its Galilean satellites or a small
of Saturn with its
These
should appear very small when
as
they
appear when
low power
thl:OU.Rh an observatory
in the
case of Jupiter with a
of SOX binoculars.
You might wish to include a few slides of
some
objects". We use several
excellent ones that are available from Loch
Ness Productions such as the Pleiades at different magnifications, and a globular such as
M-13, a galaxy such as M-31 and so on.

Oass Time: One fifty minute plametar'iUlTI
lesson
one or two additional class
ods after the
visit.
COll1strw:tiJ1R, distinScience ThilnkUlg
guishing, int:ellJrejtm:g, ;>J,u ....... au..;"', llilterrtng,
and predicting
Introduction.: In this participat10ry p1<Ul1etCJlrium activity, students are
an assortment of plastic or glass hand lenses. Then, in
the darkened environment of the pJametariurn they are expected to . . .n.t' ...
A.~
the lenses until they discover how a
refracting telescope is made. In the
classroom, following the planetarium lesson,
the teacher then has the
to extend
the concepts discovered in the planetarium
through the construction of optical benches
for the calculation of focal points, etc.
"AU.A .....

Materials: For each cooperative group: a
worksheet, S by 7 inch (13 x 18 em) white
index
centimeter ruler or short measurtape, a
and
4 hand
lenses to include:
1.

2.
3.
4.

One divergent lens
A long focus convergent lens of about
20 cm focal
(LFC)
A medium focus convergent lens of
about f:::: 10 em (MFC)
A short focus convergent lens of about f
:::: 4 or S cm (SFC)

If possible, select lenses of about the same

diameter, but this is not essential.
Advance h~1D.1twln: Set up a
source in
the front of the planetarillm. This may be a
bright light bulb
a wall chart or
some other object which is
symmetrical. Set your plametar'iUlTI
for a springtime t'o"U.=>nina
dose to the
crescent moon in
he,acting so that
Pleiades. Then
enriched with the crescent moon. From your
slide bank, select several slides
diagrams of lenses with focal
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Procedure After the students have been seated in their
groups, ask the
attenaulg teacher to aid in the distribution
of materials and worksheets.
turn on
the bright light in front of the room. Ask the
attending teacher to stand behind the
and become the illuminated
. Darken
the room, except for the illuminated teacher
in front. Ask students to
with
the lenses to produce a real image of the
"illuminated teacher" on the back of their
index cards. You may need to demonstrate
this procedure to the class. Most stu<ients
is
will be astonished to see that an
actually formed, and that it will be inverted
Students will qUickly discover that each lens
is
of focusing an
on the index
card except for one-the
one. Each
c()()perative group should then use the centape to measure
timeter ruler or
the distance from the lens to the
image distance) for the other three
the attending teacher
you could also
have each group measure the
distance" as wen for use in the lens formula
later in the classroom. If you decide to do so,
ask the attending teacher to hold one end
a 25-foot (8 meter) tape while you stretch it
across the
to each
lens,
while the students record the measurement.
We omit this
because of
time restraints. From the data conected on
each lenses
distance, the lenses are
labeled as short focus convergent, medium
focus
or long focus convergent
(SFC, MFC, or LFC).
Now, darken the room with the stars and
crescent moon on. Explain to students that
will now be
two lenses to~:etller
instead of
one to attempt to produce a
telesc:op,e. You will have to demonstrate to them that one of the
the eye-
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students

source

an

1.

a.

or centimeter
light source on
convergent (SFC), . . . . . . . '. . . . . ,. . . . . . .
, and divergent.
distance and is
the longest image
lens does not produce a
~ ...n r l l r . r >

hr.,.-r-,,-,c""-

...........,,-.""Y1I

.n. • .r.nror""" ......

a.

experiment
The "object"

best one
the
lenses (excluding the
which one would be '-''-' . . . . . . . . '. . . . . ., . .
Which one would be considered
sketch
moon it appears
each as "low power" or

show the

~'inverted"

r-r,o'C'r>,":>rlT

moon

answer.
eyepiece decreases,
the resolution decreases)
Vol.
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It.s another equinox, book lovers. Here are
some star-gazing books for adults and some
great stories and information for chHdren.
Celebrate with some of the volumes reviewed below. Or if you've read a good book
lately, send me a description and see your
name in print!
This issue's kind reviewers include Edward
Albin, Edna DeVore, John Flynn, David
Leake, Patrick McQuillan, Georgia Neff, Jose
Olivarez, Mike Reynolds, Jon Welte and
Gregg Williams.

Exploring Planetary Worlds (volume 45 in the Scientific American Library Series), by David
Morrison, W. H. Freeman and
Company, 41 Madison Avenue,
New York, New York, 10010, USA, 1993, 240
pages, hard bound, ISBN 0-7167-5043-0.
Reviewed by: Edna DeVore, SETI Institute
2035 Landings Drive, Mountain View, CA
94043. email: edna_devore@seti-inst.edu

Exploring Planetary Worlds is a wen-written tour of our solar system by the current
Chief of Space Science Division at NASA
Ames Research Center. Morrison's storytelling style and clear prose offer a brief
introduction to astronomy and the solar system for the non-technical reader. Even
though Exploring Planetary Worlds is nonmathematical, it is a book which requires
some scientific literacy. Morrison brings
together physics, geology, chemistry, astronomy, atmospheric sciences, history and politics to teU the story of the solar system.
Starting from "Where are we?" and "What
can we see?" the reader journeys through
both time and space with Morrison as he
presents a primer of comparative planetology to "reveal the planets as places, worlds just
as varied as our Earth." Exploring Planetary
Worlds is not a liMy Very Earnest Mother Just
Sent Us Nine Pizzas" march through the
planets. Beginning with historic astronomy
which emphasizes the motions of the planets, he brings the reader to the modem study
of the properties of planets and the processes
which reveal the origin and evolution of the
solar system. Throughout the book he comVol.

pares the Earth with the other
to
show how we learn about our home from
studying other worlds.
During his tenure at the
of
HaWaii, Morrison was a very popular lecturer, and his skill as a teacher shines u u ........,... u
the text. He describes the visual appearance
of the planets to lure the reader out to look
at the sky. Then the naked-eye view is compared with the view
the eye of the
telescope and spacecraft. There are occasional humorous asides such as the comment
that when stars explode, they "enrich (or
pollute, depending on your perspective) the
in terstenar gas and dust ..." Oever analogies
bring numbers to life. For example, "If the
Jovian magnetosphere were a visible entity,
it would appear, ll seen" from Earth, the size
of our Moon. The total mass of the ions and
electrons in this magnetosphere, however, is
less than the mass of the Great Pyramid of
Gaza in Egypt." (page 48) Or his comment
that if Venus is the result of a run-away
greenhouse effect, Mars is the result of a runaway refrigerator effect.
Color photographs and well-done 2:ralphilcs
illustrate almost every page of the text from
stone circles to the latest Magellan and
Galileo images. The illustrations fit weB with
the text, and the captions often
additional technical information. I ::Innr{'LIated the clear identification of colorenhanced versus true color photographs.
Although few in number, charts of planetary
data and space missions appear at appropriate places in the text, making the information much more accessible than if
were
buried in footnotes or an appendix. Russian
and American space exploration are treated
evenly. Graphic, cut-away diagrams of
ets and moons allow for easy
of
these bodies. Exploring Planetary Worlds is
Uke taking a colorful tour with an enthusiastic gUide who seems at home
in
the solar system.
Morrison is outspoken about the interaction of politics and space exploration: 14 For a
few glorious years, it seemed that humanity
had broken the bonds of Earth and
begun a new space age. But at the
of its
success, Apollo lost its political appeal, and
the program was abruptly terminated ...
Leftover Apollo spacecraft, built at costs of
hundreds of millions of dollars, take the
place of honor in museums instead of resting, as intended, on the lunar surface. No science-fiction writer had predicted that
humans, having once attained the Moon,
would so quickly abandon it." (page 55)
Later, he discusses the potential consequences of global warming and the ozone
hole in warning tones. Although most comparative planetary science books conclude
The Plane tar ian

and evolution
with the
system, Morrison concludes with
ed
on cosmic lmlpa.cts
the plaine1tarium dir1octc)r,
resource for programs
Collisions." Morrison has prleplue<1
and testified before
iI'." .........
"'-AJ...

ment
his prc)J)osec1
seek the near-Earth asteroids.
of Comet Shoemaker
9
renewed poUti.Cal
cosmic collisions.
of non-technical
those who wish to
in
and an
index. (Note: M(JrflS0n
also the author of an annotated

some NASA Teacher Resource ......... a'"
.... " ..... I"'·u·"" as a slide set or an eJectronlC
book for the Mac
Astronomical
of the
Ashton Ave., San
CA
337-2624 or NASA CORE, Lorain
1518 Rt. 58 South,
OH
774-1051 ext. 293. You may also
The
(and other
electronic
book from the
scope Science Institute at
.edu/exined-html/exined-home.html)
U L '..

(Technical).
Dr. Mike D.

1.1""".....'"'11'1<'

Mars III is the third
of
made at the Case
Conference held at the
fado,
Colorado on 18-22
These are volumes 74 and 75 of the An:aerilcan
series. Earlier
Mars
were held in 1981
and each is detailed in a volume of this

These two volumes do not
live
up to their General Interest and Technical subtitles. I did not find the Technical that technical; many of the contributed papers were
inten::~sting. It appears as if the General
Interest volume would have been too large,
and papers had to be shifted from one volume to another. If you cannot afford both
are not
list price for
General Interest is $55 and $SO for Technical)
or have no interest in the "Technical"
aspects, then only
General Interest
and Overview.
Both volumes have excellent divisions in
the Table of Contents. This leads the reader
to his or her topic of interest, as wen as specific papers/presentations about each topic.
The abstracts that precede the papers nearly
always provide the reader with an excellent
overview. I also found the reference section
following many of the papers excellent and
quite in-depth; it would indeed provide additional resources as required by the reader.
Topics in the General Interest and Overview
include vehicles for launching cargoes to
Mars and propulsion systems that are both
effective and economical, human physiology during such flights, and the politics of
funding such missions. The explosion of the
Space Shuttle Challenger, 11/2 years prior to
the Boulder conference, figured prominently
in several of the papers. For example, Radford
Byerly, in "Decisions on Space Initiatives",
discusses at length the short- and long-term
effects of the Challenger accident. It was
interesting to me as a reader to look back at
recommendations made in 1987 and see how
many have been implemented to date.
The reader will indeed find a plethora of
on the subject, induding why not to
go to Mars. I found this discussion most
enlightening, as I'm sure Conference attendeesdid
The push for education is an occasional
theme, especially in the General Interest and
Overview. Ideas presented are those familiar
to planetarians world-wide.
Many of the figures and photographs are
quite useful, although some are of poor qualThe papers were apparently published
from originals submitted by the authors/presenters.
Overall I would highly recommend the
Case for Mars III: General Interest and Overview. It is a little expensive, although you
might be able to pick up a copy in a used
book store, (where you might even be able to
get both volumes for the price of one, or less.)
The Case for Mars III provides excellent information and background for those planetarians who have a passing interest in space
exploration or who might be developing a
planetarium program about the exploration
of the fourth planet.
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Watcher's HandJ!?oo/(,
James Muirden, W. H. Freeman and
41 Madison
Avenue, New York, New York,
10010, USA, 1993, ISBN
4S01-X.
Science Advenhnes.
California, USA
USA.

Intended as lithe most un-·to-·nare and comprehensive distillation of collective wisdom
available to the amateur astronomer,"
Watcher's Handbook succeeds in aSSeITlDJlmg
in one volume a treasure-trove of technically
observing
for
amateurs
to contribute to
sional astronomy.
Sky Watcher's Handbook contains ch;apters
on most areas of astronomical observation
to which amateurs are currentJ[y
important contributions. Each
is
written by a leading amateur observer in the
field and typically indudes a
on
the type of object
observed, a brief
overview of the
and the
observational techniques which
the
best results, and a
the research programs in the field to which more attention
needed
The use of many authors results in a widely differing style from
to LHdVI,CL
Perhaps nowhere is this more noticeable
than in the often-repeated discussion of
what constitutes an
instrument
for "serious" observation. One author
express a
aperture in terms
which make the more m()d€~stlly-eQlui'r>p(;~d
observer balk in
stresses the importance of enthusiasm and
dedication in observing, no matter what size
instrument is
both the most
apertures and ...n ............ i-..,n
results achieved with smaller tel~~sc4::>D(;~S.
There is a decidedly British flavor to
of the artides, which may be somewhat
disadvantage to observers in different
tudes and different climates.
enough, editor James Muirden adds a note
the end of David Levy's
on
hunting in the southwest USA about the different techniques
for comet-hunting from England and northwest
A
reader observing from those southwestern
United States will wish for a similar re~~ioln.al
translation in some other cm:tptersl
Definitely not for
the information contained in Sky Watcher's Handbook
makes it an indispensable
for an amato move on from casual stargazsy~;telmatic program of astronomical
U. ....... Ulll"t
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Moon."

A Rocky Moon are Peter Cadogan's The Moon:
Our Sister Planet, (Cambridge University
Press, 1981) and Dr. Wilhelms' other massive
professional paper, The Geologic History
Moon (U.S. Geological Survey Professional
Paper).
AU planetarians
a
on the
geology of the Moon or on the Apollo landings must include To A Rocky Moon in their
list of essential readings. The book is both
fascinating and easy to read

Private Lives
Stars, Roy A
Gallant, Macmillan Publishing
Company, New York, NY. 1986,
ISBN 0-02-737350-9
Reviewed by David
William M.
Staerkel Planetarium, Parkland College,
Champaign, nlinois, USA
At some time in their lives, every stargazer
read one book that made the universe a bit
more knowable; a book where ""n'''''~'''''hli'''''(T
just seemed to "click." I can recall
Herbert Friedman's Amazing Universe many
years ago when the sequence of stellar evolution just seemed to make sense. Reading Roy
Gallant's Private Lives of the Stars gave me
flashbacks to a time when lithe light bulb
turned on."
In his unique, fatherly style, Roy Gallant
takes the reader through stellar evolution at
about the middle school level. Major topiCS
include where stars come from, why they
shine, why
come in different colors,
and their eventual fate. An the bases are covered and it doesn't read like the Astrophysical
Journal
Mr. Gallant begins with an ancient view
of the universe, through the gods and goddesses of our ancestors and the rise of the
constellations and the lore that accompanies
them. I particularly appreciate the author
challenging the reader's beliefs in a rotating
and revolving Earth. We often take for granted what is printed in our textbooks and fail
to ask for proof. Throughout Private Lives of
the Stars, the proof is given in layman's
terms.
Chapters two and three focus on the Sun
and our struggles to determine its distance
and size. The reader is taken on an imaginary
journey to the center of the Sun, through the
corona, chromosphere, and photosphere, to
the core. The discussion of the Sun's fusion
powerhouse is excellent!
My favorite sections of the book are
ters five through nine. They introduce the
reader to the different types of stars that
inhabit our galaxy. Gallant does not speak in
general terms, however. He
us by
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discussing
stars we can
see in
the sky. We learn about Rigel, Deneb, and
Sirius as examples of blue and white
stars. Then come the red giants in the form
of Betelgeuse, Antares and Aldebaran. Each
star comes with a IIportrait" displaying some
of the star's vital characteristics and full-page
charts are induded to show where to find
these stars in the sky.
White dwarfs are introduced as the probable end state of our Sun, fonowed by a discussion of planetary nebulae and novae. The
book concludes with chapters on variable
stars that "can't make up their mind," and
the anomalies of the galaxy, namely supernovae, neutron stars, pulsars, black holes,
and IIgoblins," or mini-black holes.
My only criticism of the book is chapter
four on the "big bang" and galaxy formation,
which could probably be omitted and not
disrupt the flow of the manuscript. The
short section on star formation could have
been situated elsewhere.
I would recommend this book to any
school, middle school, or planetarium that
has a library. It would be the perfect
for
that young astronomer who has learned a
few constellations and now desires further
knowledge of how the universe works. It is
full of black & white photographs and has a
glossary at the end. The real treasure of this
book, however, is Roy Gallant's writing
It is as if he is talking to you as you read

Jupiter; the Giant Planet by Reta
Beebe, Smithsonian Institution
Press, 470 L'Enfant Plaza, Suite
7100, Washington
USA, 1994, ISBN 1-56098-417-1

that makes it accessible
and it may be an item to
this December

Avenue "''''''.O<.~'''''
94710, 1994, no ISBN.

Indiana

contents are uD-to-illne.
nied by numerous
illustrations.

fourth

Reviewed by Edward
Planetarium, Fernbank Science Center, 156
Heaton Park Drive, Atlanta, GA 30307
This book serves the
as a
much needed current reference on the
et Jupiter. Presented in a compact 250 page
volume, I found the book to be very inforan expert in
mative and conCisely written
the field. Reta Beebe served on the \/A'",,,Y,,r
team and utilized the HST to observe comet
Shoemaker-Levy 9 when it collided with
Jupiter.
After a brief historical overview, all
aspects of Jovian planetary science are considered by the author. Of particular interest
are the chapters dealing with Jupiter's atmosphere, interior, and natural sateUites. The
section describing Jovian moons is somewhat brief, and a detailed account of these
fascinating miniature worlds can be better
found in other recent books. In any event,
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rh~lnt'''r

covers the fundamentals of
astronomy.
The heart of the book-and about
Dalt1"eS-IS found in
The
charts and 85 constellation charts
caltO$~ralDhc~r Wil Tirion. The corlste~.ua
Hon charts contain a wealth of information
about each constellation ffiejWamll!:

n::lIICP(]H?"'P

about the constellation.
tion of
visible
naked eyes,
scopes is also included
.........ui-" ...... six is a summary of mt:orlmalticm
about the various bodies in
The last
touches on the SUl::ljeCts
cm;m~Dwlgy space
and
space. The book also contains a
LlllA.V .......... , .....,

resources.
Skywatching is a terrific introduction to

astronomy and the night sky. It also makes a
handy reference for those working in planetariums and astronomy education.

Where Does The Moon Go? by
Sidney Rosen, Illustrated by
Dean Lindberg, Carol rhoda
Books, 241 First Avenue North,
Minneapolis, Minnesota
USA, 1992, ISBN 0-87614-685-x.

Reviewed by Patrick McQuillan, Virginia
Living Museum Planetarium Newport News
Virginia, USA.
Where Does The Moon Go? foHows the
Moon through its twenty-eight-day trip
around the Earth. Along the way it identifies
what causes the different phases of the
Moon. This book is written for budding
young astronomers who want to learn more
about the barren cratered world this is our
closest neighbor.
It is one of a series of books written by
Sidney Rosen and illustrated by Dean
Lindberg. It is important to mention both
author and illustrator, for without both this
book would not be one tenth as enjoyable.
The illustrations really make this book one
that kids will pick up and read again and
again.

The book is written in a question and
answer format that starts with "Will the
Moon be up tonight?" This starts the young
reader thinking about the Moon and the sky.
The narration proceeds to answer questions
about the Moon's environment and phases.
By the end, these and many other topiCS are
unraveled in easy-to-understand terms.
Lots of colorful cartoon draWings are overlaid on real photos of rocket launches or the
night sky. And there's an excellent glossary.
Any big word (like planetarium, constellation or astronomer) is highlighted in bold
print and defined at the back of the book.
Probably the best part of the book (and
the part that shows my bias) is the question,
IIHow can I spot a planet in the night sky?"
Part of the answer is, "Your local planetarium can tell you where to look for planets." It
never hurts to have kids read a book and
then bug their parents to take them to the
planetarium.
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Reviewed by Patrick McQuillan, Virginia
Living Museum Planetarium Newport News
Virginia, USA.
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sometimes a half-moon like a slice of melon.

And sometimes the moon looks like the top of
a thumbnail. What are all these shapes?
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Can You Find a Planet? by
Sidney Rosen, Illustrated by
Dean Lindberg, Carolrhoda
Books, 241 First Avenue North,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401,
USA, 1992, ISBN 0-87614-683-3.

Sometimes we see a round moon
like a fifty-cent piece,

~~,

explain the
or infuse some
humor. The characters in the book
the
(a
with a ba<:kp,aclc),
companion (a
ba(:jq:~adK) and the source of answers
with binoculars).
and his
are back
The
Hons again, but this time the answers
given by a woman (an astronaut
pilots the rocket that
the ch;ualcters
around the solar system. (She
iO'u,p.,1u n.,.."t:> knows that owls can't
is that
ships ...) My
and his dog are never named in
books. (I guess
and Pluto
too much of a cliche.)
If you want a fun book to use as
activity for a second or third
shop, this one will catch the children'S
est. It may even catch your interest.
everyone like a book with lots of pi(:tures
and cartoon characters? I know I do.

Can You Find a Planet is
yet another in the series of
questions and answer
books written by Sidney
Rosen and illustrated
Dean Lindberg. And once
again they have created a
wonderful mix of cartoon
draWings and actual photos. This book's
focuses on planets.
Through the course of
the book, readers are
taken on a fast rocket tour
of the planets. The book
begins by looking at the
night sky from our vantage point on Earth. It
explains the difference
between planets and stars,
how we can see more
with telescopes and space
probes, and then looks at
each planet up close.
One particular! y
feature of all of Rosen's
books is the pictures.
Some pages have cartoon
drawings that help to
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How Far is a Star?

241 First Avenue

lum,

PlanetarUnited

n . A U.... ", ..... ,

This
little book is intended for
the 9 to 11 year old
which
be
years
6 or 7 here in the UK.
as the title suggests, with the distances
stars, but soon progresses to such in"l'nnlrt~l"t
questions as, "What is a star?" "What is solar
system?" and a bit of
stenar evolution.
upon
Two things struck me
.......... u.", this book. First! y, the
is
very
for the intended age range,
an
that was confirmed for me
several teachers and man y
in the
schools 1 visit as part of my job. Often an
American book will be difficult for EUI:op~~an
children to understand due to certain words
(Le. "fries" in America are
in Britain).
This does not occur in this
apart
from one
minor
We are told
to let the
be a ball lithe size of very
small pea or a BB". Kids in Northern Ireland
(even 38 year old kids) do not know what a
BB is! The
is still
this
does not even matter.
the illustrations
Lindberg mix cartoon characters with real
pictures of stars and nebulae. I had my reservations about this at first, but it does work
remarkably well. Our little cartoon teacher
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who gUides us does indeed warn people
about looking directly at the Sun, something
I insist on in almost any work on astronomy
for children.
I also like the practice of certain key words
in the text
in bold type, which are
then induded in a glossary. If only more
educational texts did this I would be a happierman!
Even though by the end of the book we're
talking about black holes and red giants, this
is done in a simple way and did not appear
to upset any of the children that I tried this
book on.
Should your school or astronomy dub
have a few spare pounds (whoops! so sorry,
dollars) then I think this book would be a
good investment for your library. I suppose I
could have reviewed this volume in six
words: IlLanguage and contents, very appropriate. Dlustrations, excellent!"

Which Way to the Milky Way?

by Sidney Rosen, Dlustrated by
Dean Lindberg, Carolrhoda
Books, 241 First Avenue North,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401,
USA, 1992, ISBN 0-87614-709-0.
Reviewed by John Flynn, Armagh Planetarium, Armagh, Northern Ireland, United
Kingdom.
Having reviewed a companion volume
How Far is a Star? by the same author, I

approached this review expecting great
things of this book. I am very glad to say
that my expectations were in every sense
fulfilled.

Way galaxy and
The subject of the
beyond is
for 10-11 year oIds, but
Sidney Rosen approaches it in a very basic
through
way and leads children on a
the Universe by means of asking those oh-sosimple questions that are the most difficult
to answer. "If the solar system is
around the galaxy, why don't we feel dizzy?"
The author asks the reader to think of a
housefly flying around in the back of a car
which is moving along the road. I'm sure
you get the idea
Having learned that the galaxy is a huge
collection of stars, we find out what shape it
is and where we are in that group. The kids
find out that because things are so big, miles
and other earthly measurements are not
very useful for measuring distance and sizes,
so we need something else-light years.
Having touched (briefly) on the problem
of time lag when looking at objects whose
light takes so long to reach us, we finish by
seeing some spectacular views of distant
galaxies.
Throughout the text the author uses the
excellent device of putting certain
words (telescope, solar system, galaxy) in
bold type, and then defining those words in
the glossary. This idea is important for children. As adults, we often forget ourselves and
take things for granted when using technical
terms. Ideas like this and the content of the
text show that while Dr. Rosen is a professor
of astronomy in illinois, he is no stranger to
writing for young children.
This book successfully conveys some very
difficult ideas to young readers, and I have
no intention of finishing this review without mentioning the
Dean
Lindberg. His HQnt-ne:Ht€~d.

the reader's attention and
the next
He has

This book is part of a series,
state that I
look forward
Where Does the Moon
You Find a Planet? If
are "".""+h;,,..<1I'
this one and How Far is a
series
in every school
every home with young children.

Ninth Avenue, San
CA 94122, USA,
089239-066-2.

Reviewed
Museum Planetarium, Peoria,

able age, courted
the North Star. She ........,'-'''''''..:11, noweVE~r,
to return for their wedWlIUr
her
the
only so
own hands.
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Well, did you see Mir/Atlantis at the endof-June/beginning-of-July, moving like a
bright star across the evening sky? I did, not
so long ago as I write. And one of the things
that strikes me as newsworthy about it is
that it took so long to do it again-neady 20
years after Apollo-Soyuz.
But now, cooperation is the key to a future
is space, and it seems an encouraging development in the saga of a space station where
encouraging developments have been rare.
Another thing that strikes me-after the
flurry of artides in my local newspaper on
precisely when and where to see Mir/Atlantis pass by-iS that Mir by itself has been
nicely visible on regular passes for years, for
those who took the trouble to find out. Same
for the shuttle (at least for missions of high
orbital inclination) and any number of orbiting satellites. Goodness, Roger Mansfield at
Astronomical Data Service has been doing
this forever. Which brings me, coincidentally, to the first topiC this time out.

For some years Roger Mansfield at Astronomical Data Service, P.O. Box 26180,
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80936 USA, telephone 719-597-4068, offered a computer program called "Space Birds" for predicting the
appearance of satellites from one's earthy
location. More recently, he's offering a program called IIWeatherBirds Utilities," a PCcompatible program for predicting the passes of up to 30 polar-orbiting weather satellites from various countries over one's locality.
The idea is that if you know when particular satellites (such as the American NOAA
and Russian Meteor satellites) will pass by
above your hOrizon, you can receive and
process their signals to get your own weather
satellite images.
The program is pretty niftYi Roger sent me
one set up for my spot on the globe with 21
weather satellites already in the listing. He
also induded a seven-page set of instructions
and advice on how to set up a ground receiving station with VHF radio eqUipment and
your PC-compatible computer, mC:!UCllnilI
~el:)ternbler
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sources and suppliers of eqUipment and a reference reading list. He says you can set up
such a ground station for as little as $500 U.S.
not induding your computer hardware.
What great educational possibilities exist
here! You could set up a hands-on weather
station for sudents that indudes more than
instruments for measuring ioo .......... "' .. "'-I-., .. ""
atmosphere pressure, and wind speed With
this program and the necessary eqUipment,
you could have students produce their own
weather images-teaching them about computers, satellites, orbits, and weather aU at
the same time.
We haven't attempted setting up a weather bureau yet, but-prompted by the recent
Mir/Atlantis tryst-we did experiment with
the program to see if we could use it to predict the passages of other objects-like space
stations and shuttles. My dever, net-surfing
technician David Binnewies tapped into the
public access site liN ASA Spacelink,"
around for Mir's current orbital elements.
The link produced a list of two-line
Keplerian elements for a number of
objects, induding Mir.
David loaded the data into the program,
modified the satellite list to include Mir, and
came up with pass predictions whose times
and trajectories compared very nicely with
several memorable Mir/ Atlantis passes that
we had observed from Bozeman the preVious week. A check of the upcoming week
didn't indicate any passes of Mir (once again
solo) readily observable in a dark sky,
the
retroactive predictions satisfied us that we
could use this program to keep track of Mir if
we choose-so long as we get
of its
orbital elements from time to time.
Our Spacelink connection also indicated
that there are orbit-tracking programs available either free or as shareware for both
Macintosh and IBM compatible computers.
No more excuses for having satellites catch
us unaware! You can access NASA :)p,:lCeHnl<
on the World Wide Web at http://'sP2lcelink
.msfc.nasa.govI.
"WeatherBirds Utilities" sells for $45 U.S.,
with diskettes available in 3.5-inch or 5.25inch sizes. The order blank indicates that for
overseas orders, add 25% for postage and
handling. Incidentally, Roger sent a new version of the program to all WeatherBirds users
in early June to accommodate two changes
made in the two-line elements (TLE) format
for satellites by NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center. The new version accepts both old
and new TLE's for satellite orbits-just in case
the new format isn't permanent.
Astronomical Data Service also sells a
number of other useful sky-related products,
induding the 14Skywatcher's Almanac/' a reference for the sun, moon, planets, and

rna tion on m()ITUn.l?;
the
and
then, and the illumination percentage
moon at
for your
The costs of these and other prc)duds
between $10 and $20 US., for the
or more ini:ormGlti()n, ...
above.
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Sp lealcinlI of weather satellites,
received a notice that the U.S.
Climatic Data Center (NCDC) was cmno1mopleration in
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in-situ requests from Asheville.
If you have satellite data requests
of NCDC, pn~sumciblv h"' ... ,"h:' ...... '" VVo;;;aLU\;;;l
and climate, the address is: National """uu...o'u...
Data Center, Climate Services
Patton Avenue,
North
28801 USA, tel€~ph()ne
271-4876, e-mail: sat~DrdemlnCldc.]10aa.g()v
The notice further indicates
"'-'o!:iUlV,HUa

vice, you can contact Bob
the Climate Services Division,
4680, e-mail
or
Marc Plantico, Chief of the Climate
A.ppnCatl0J1S Branch, at 704-271-4400, e-mail

Earlier this year, I received a copy
release from Instinct
26
Street, #502, New

new
17th

artists
and Savvas Ysatis as the first of ,"".,' .. ,,,.......
Records' Instinct Ambient artist series.
As the title
the album is inclni1l'~"n
by and based on the SET!
to the ac(:ornpan

and the tra:llQulll ernpt:mess
This statement

that the project,
begun in 1992 (comprised of a targeted search of the nearest
1,000 solar-type stars and a general sky survey designed to continue for ten years), was
canceled by the U.S. Congress just a year
later, its potential vastly unfulfilled
Subsequently, the nonprofit SETI Institute
in Mountain View, California, took up the
challenge to raise private funds to continue
the targeted search portion of the original
project. The new project is appropriately
called Project Phoenix, scheduled to begin in
January of this year with a six-month study
at Parkes Observatory in New South Wales,
Australia of the 200 target stars observable
only from the Southern Hemisphere.
Anyway, the press release says that the
first CD album caught the attention of Dr.
Frank Drake of the SETI Institute and
the institute's public relations department, and led to their assistance in the
creation of the follow-up albumbilled as a project to blend science, art,
and technology into a musical form
termed both experimental and, specifically, "ambient."
I had a listen to the two CD's, each
about S4 minutes long, and the description is apt. If ambient music is
music you use to fiB up the background while you're doing something
else, it works. I played them while I
was working at my computer, and the
sound grew on me. It combines electronic synthesizers and samplers with
"radio leakage," the sound Signatures
of pulsars and the Arecibo message
radio telescope white noise, and even
the voice of Frank Drake talking about
the search for extraterrestrial life (the
last seeming as much for effect as the
others, since it's hard to actually hear
what he's saying above the other
assorted sounds).
The combination sounds eerie and spacey
and indeed experimental. I would have
found it hard to sit quietly and pay attention
to it for two straight hours, but as background that surged in and out of my mind
while I was occupied with other tasks, I
found it quite nice. In smaller doses, it would
do a nice job of evoking the loneliness and
indifference of the universe.
The two CD's are titled Arecibo and
Phoenix, and there seems to be a bit of yin
and yang going on here. It's evident even in
the disk colors: II Arecibo" is black, Phoenix is
white. Arecibo seems more passive-the passive listener even as the Arecibo radio telescope was, recording what the universe gives
iti the sound is dark, lonely, atonal, repetitive, atmospheric. Phoenix, on the other
hand, seems more active-the active searcher
of significant signal patterns from space; it's
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brighter, more lyrical, more
more
musical. I like Phoenix better-it was more
interesting to listen to-but the contrast
between the two was quite striking to note.
I found myself thinking that the set would
be interesting to experience in a dark
tarium with the stars above-perhaps not for
two straight hours, but for a while. The
album comes with a 20-page booklet including a short essay from Frank Drake, a sort of
stream-of-consciousness short fictional story
called "Pharos" by Madison Blue, and
deSCriptions of the Arecibo message sent in
1974, the Drake equation for estimating the
number of technological civilizations in the
galaxy, the history of SETI, and Project
Phoenix. It's a nice accompaniment to the
music.

SEll
SET!: Pharos retails for $16.98 U.S.-a very
good price for a double CD album, I think.
For more information, contact Janet Tzou at
the address and number given above.

Strasenburgh
While we're talking music:
Planetarium producer/composer Steve
Fentress recently sent me a copy of one of his
facility's latest products: the Strasenburgh
Planetarium Music Kit No. I, featuring 70
minutes of Steve's music composed for planetarium programs and special events.
There are 41 different selections, ranging
from musical "punctuations" a few seconds
long to pieces up to six and a half minutes
long. Most are between one and two minutes
in length, all orchestrated with I'a combination of digital samples and analog-synthe-

sized sounds."
The kit notes indicate that

reflective mood
crash comedic
to
cheerful bits, to the eerie, to the
cute, to the
as Steve charCllct,ertzes
some of the choices available. It's
and pleiasa11t l~;tenin~.
The music comes on chrome
Dolby B noise reduction; for other .!LV'.£A"""",
can
The cassette
with int·., ..,,, ..,,,,t;",,,,,
costs $7S u.s. i-1U::i-1C1AIU,
must bill you; the cost includes
to use the music in

the South African Museum,
61,
Town, 8000 South
rlf>r'pntlu sent me some ex;amlpl~~s
all-skies with which he's been
m(~mlnJ~, for inclusion in
at the Astronomical
.... n,r-""T" of the Pacific's Education
SVinplDsilllm at the end
And
sets
registiratllon with (or to substitute for) the
pr4Djecto'f-in(:Jw:1inlg views
an enhanced view
the

VUU.""_AU.H.U.Jf;;,U
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system for a
most
The scenes are set
South Celestial Pole at the zenith.
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sky shows, in false color, the emissions from
the plane of the galaxy as well as supernova
remnants and faint extragalactic sources.
The southern extragalactic sky, depicting
galaxy distribution (based on redshifts) out
to 250 million light years, color codes the
galaxies (single pixels except for the very
nearest) according to distance from white to
blue. It includes the mostly empty "Zone of
Avoidance" which can be filled by the star
projector's Milky Way projection, and readily displays galactic clusters and voids.
Tony indicates that he's also working on a
more in-depth color-coded version of the
galaxy aU-sky that could be used with
ChromaDepth spectacles from Audio Visual
Imagineering to produce a more threedimensional view of galactic distributionall of this to further the cause of presenting
an improved perspective of modern astronomical knowledge in his planetarium.
I don't know if Tony has plans to make his
all-skies generally available, but he has provided his galactic data base to Mickey
Schmidt of the Air Force Academy Planetarium in Colorado Springs, Colorado USA,
who has created several three-dimensional
data bases (with different numbers of galaxies) for use with his Digistar planetarium.
Strasenburgh Planetarium has offered
infrared and radio all-skies for some years (as
well as filamentary and "soap-bubble" representations of the structure of the universe),
and the Digistar's Iialternate skies" repertoire
includes infrared, radiO, x-ray, and gamma
ray views. It's nice to see work continuing on
such alternate views, especially in the area of
actual galactic distribution and COBE results.
All of this adds another important dimension to what we can display-and teach-in
our planetarium theaters.

Sky and Calendar Tools
Sometimes, when my "What's New" bin is
a bit short on items, I'll pop up to our museum gift shop to see what I can find. Sometimes, I make some nice discoveries-as I did
recently in finding several wonderful products designed by Bernard Vuarnesson of
Sculptures-Jeux in Paris, France, and marketed in the U.S. by a company named Sarut,
New York, New York, telephone 800-3456404, fax 212-691-1077.
The first is a perpetual calendar. A woodand-cardboard shell (6.25 inches by 1.5 inches
by 1.5 inches-16 cm by 4 cm by 4 cm) holds
three wooden cylinders with designations
for month, century, and year respectively,
and patterns of lines below the designations.
If you want to know the day on which any
date fell (or will fall) between the years 1600
and 2299, you roll the cylinders until the
proper month, century, and year appear
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through their respective windows on the
front side of the shell. The line .... "'1.+0'...... "
appearing through the winQows create connecting lines running from dates 0-31) on
the far left portion of the shell front to the
days of the week on the far right. You just
dial up the century, year, and month, and
trace the lines across the cylinders from the
date to the day. It's quite ingenious!
Do you know on which day of the week
Neptune was telescopically discovered by
Galle and d' Arrest? It was a Wednesday
evening. If IPS 2006 begins on July 8, do you
know which day that will be? Saturday. I
suppose someone with one of these could
get annoying, but it's quite an attractive
device and a conversation piece even if
you're not desperate to know the day on
which every event over seven centuries has
fallen or will fall. The wholesale price is
$17.50, retail somewhat higher depending on
the markup.
The second device is called a "Stellarscope"-a clever twist on the standard
sphere. It has the shape and form of a spyglass in black plastic, about 8.5 inches (21.5
cm) fully extended, about 2.5 inches (6.5 cm)
across at the base. The bottom portion houses transparent planisphere-like sky maps for
either the northern hemisphere or southern
hemisphere sky (it comes with both and
they're interchangeable). You insert the map
you want, and insert one of four interchangeable masks which show the sky from
four latitude ranges between 20 and 60
degrees north or south.
The barrel of the device is divided into
two portions which rotate independently of
each other and are marked in month-andday and hour-of-day, respectively; you line
up the day and hour you want by rnt,~tirla
the tube sections. Then you orient the
device by aiming the East-West
at
the proper directions, focus the
moving the eyepiece section in or out, and
there you have it-the sky set for the time
and latitude range you've chosen. There's
even a pocket light included for night use.
The SteHarscope wholesales for $20 U.S.
according to my information.
But my favorite is the "Planetica" Planet
Finder, which provides a simple model of the
solar system with the ability to show where
the planets are in relation to each other for
any date between January I, 1940 and
December 31, 2019, with a general indication
of their location in the skies of earth.
The device comes in the shape of a disk
about S.5 inches (14 cm) across and about 2.S
inches (6.5 cm) thick. It consists of a series of
concentric, geared black plates on which
ride small silver balls representing the planets from Mercury through Uranus, with a
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sun (which
up when you
ton on the bottom of the device)
ter. The
are enclosed
top which can be rotated
of the bottom

distances are of
scale, but when you rotate the
top by
the gears tum and
move the seven
at their
tive

retlres;ented in the device as a series
dots around the inside
from 1940 to 2019.

For more information on these
which are
and
tional as well as
can
Samt as
above. The company
be able to assist in ob'tailoirl~
Scluptm'es-JetlX in Paris for
tors outside of the U.s. Do check
out!

Mars
EarHer this year I received
Loch Ness
P.O. Box 3023,
der, Colorado 80307 USA, tel~eptlorle ~"J<Jj-~'oJI.r
0611, fax
e-mail: mCllrk1)etl@s(:igram The Mars Show has been
ed. The
reflect the current
eXJllOlratlOn, with the
narrated
actor Patrick Stewart and
soundtrack
mastered on
mat. There are
a
of new slides
recmire(l. but others have been ilTlnl!'/"'Iv~'t1
and are available as an
The cost of the
soundtrack and three new
opUOJoaa slide set,
60
Wess-mounted slides, costs $300 U.s.
I t was a
show the first time
it's nice to see that it will be usable
oppositions to come in its new form.

Until next time,

as always ... what's new?

the .......... j""'·A ......I'i.'
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ANSWER: Thars easy. Everybody asks about our theme song which
is the classic 'Arabesque #1' by Claude Debussy performed by
Tomita on the still available ·Snowflakes Are Dancing- album (RCA)
QUESTION:

•

At. what Umes and days of the week can I see 'STAR
HUSTLER'?

ANSWER: Most TV stations air 'STAR HUSTLER' just before
nightly sign-off. However, due to 'STAR HUSTLER's' enormous
popularity a number of stations find the show's 5-minute format
can fit anywhere during the broadcast day and air the show more
frequently. Local TV listings seldom include 5-minute shows, so irs
best to call the station for the broadcast schedule.
QUESTION: If I can't find 'STAR HUSTI.ER' On my hometown PBS
station, how can I see it where I live?
ANSWER: 'STAR HUSTLER' is provided free of charge by WPBT,
Miami to all PBS stations. If you can't find it, write or call your local
PBS station and ask if they will air it and remind them that it ~
available free of charge.
QUESTION: Is it necessary to get special permission to use 'STAR
HUSl1£R' for astronomy dub meetings, teaching In the
ctasslocm, science nuaeun a pIaneIarUn use?
ANSWER: No. In fac~ many astronomy dubs, teachers, science
muselJ'Tls and planetariums have been taping 'STAR HUStlER' off
the air and using it regularly as a way to reach their public.
QUESTION: Is there any way I can get 'STAR HUSTlER' other
than my local PBS station?
ANSWER: Yes. A month's worth of 'STAR HUStlER' episodes are
fed monthly to a satellite from which all PBS stations take it for
their local programming. ~ with a satellite dish is welcome to
the satellite feed. Again, no permission is required. For satellite
feed dates and times call Monday through Friday (Eastern time)
305-854-4242. Ask for Mrs. Harper or Mr. Dishong.
QUESTION: I am ateacher planning my cunicullm and would like
several 'STAR HUSTlER' episodes In advance, but I do
not have access to a satellite dish. Is there
can obtain 'SfAR HUSTLER'?
ANSWER: Any teacher anywhere around the world can obtain 'STAR
HUSTlER' episodes in advance through their NASA C.O.R.E.
Teachers' Resource Center. For details write:NASA C.O.R.E.;
Lorain County Joint Vocational School; 15181 Route 58 South;
Obenin, OH. 44074.
QUES110N:

Why does 'STAR HUSTLER' always say "Keep
looking upr' at the end of each show?

ANSWER: Have you ever tried star gazing looking down?
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U,.,,_ <..H.......

"",one of the few writers who can
translate
into
the sCle'nce.

n, ..

the

knows how to come down from
tower and make ~lI::tj"nn(')mv

..... 1 never miss it. As someone
involved in science
I'm enthralled
with Jack Horkheimer's science fact. "
John Nathan
Executive
'Dr. Who'

Produced in
with
Miami Museum of Science &

Transit Planetarium

caBed "one of the most ",;.,,,,,n,, h"'~"+'H"
p.l(ltne:tar'iUIn shows ever."
and to ICrls McCall and the other pn1lnl/"lvees of Sudekum Planetarium (Nashville TN)
for
a Certificate of Commendation
from the Tennessee Association of MUlSeutms
for
"Just Imagine.

You
his
jaCKnaITamlers. He says he is
and as
as
ever!"
Baker (Astronomical
Aocordmlg to
of the Pacific) the annual
in
she says a
plcltnetal'ial1s were present at the
SVlnposillID. It sounds
Here's hoping that everyone had a
summer (or winter, for those whose perspective on the universe is rotated 180 degrees
from mine). Here in Amarillo, it's been a relatively cool summer, but a busy one. (But
then again, how often do you hear a
tarian comment that they're not busy?)
Please send or call in any new facts or stories, or just let me know how
are
going in your corner of the planet-I'd love
to share your information with the rest of
the planetarium community!

to Phil ~ (HPS) who's about to become
a father, to Jeff Guill (Gibbes Planetarium,
Columbia SC) who now has a baby daughter,
and to Bow Walk.er (Hudnall Planetarium,
Tyler TX) whose wife is also expecting.

to Carole
and
Greenhouse
(Mark Smith Planetarium, Macon GA) for
hosting a great conference in spite of difficult circumstances. The major construction
at their museum was delayed for a year, so
they were busy dealing with possible water
and power problems. I heard that you "did
your museum proud, and a good time was
had by all!"
Mamnlng for a "wonderful presentation" at the Astronomy Education Symposium in Maryland-I've heard that your audience was very impressed!
to Mike Chesman (Bays Mountain Park,
Kingsport TN) as SEPA's new President-Elect,
and to the former preSident-elect, Rick.
GI'oonl'iralld. for his new position at Twin
Falls, Idaho.
to Asuncion Sanchez (Planetario de
Madrid, Spain) for her new show, a sort of
poetic
through the universe. It's been
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my
are
the Pacific Planetarium Association is meetin
with the California
Science Teachers Association at San Jose
the end
Speaking of
there may
be an international plc:me:tariUIn oDnjunc:tiCln
in 1996;
Peterson (El Paso lSD, El
TX) has invited RMPA, PPA,
and the
Association of Mexican Planetariums for a
joint conference in 1996! It sounds Uke an
ambitious
but wen worth the
effort!
Thomas 1I[1I'~IUlr1I'"
Munich) is
new show, "r"'!., ... o,....'''>'n
which features computer animation. He was
assisted in its
Mr.
Miramar. With three wizards like
how could it fail?
Fleischmann Planetarium (Reno NV)
a
40% increase in attendance for the first quarter of 1995,
to Director
Jolmson. He attributes it
to the
8
70mm film pf()jec::t1(]ln
have ... "" ..... ii .... O'
for Fleischmann-a 41 me teorite" bf()m~ht
for examination turned out to be
U,ucl'jl:j,iJI/ ••• a real meteorite! It's
the
ever found in Nevada.
What do
water palrtic:les
to do with
No, not space
ulae this time-Dale Smith
Green
State University, OH) was in a
drag-out
at a CRAP
mer", a waterJfigttt,
Jeanne's son Eric
and Gene's son Ben
teamed up on him. (Of course, we're
sure Dale would never start a water

Tokyo) has

rpl:'pnthr
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Last July, Florida's Brevard Community College hosted the International Planetarium
Society. Pictured above are some of the nearly 500 planetarians from around the
world who gathered to exchange ideas and witness America's first Minolta Infinium
Planetarium. The result was nothing less than dazzling. For more information about
the Infinium and other model projectors, call your nearest Minolta representative today.
After all, at Minolta we know that once you have seen our sky, you too will believe.
In North America:
Minolta Corporation
Planetarium Division
101 Williams Drive
Ramsey, N.J. 07446, USA
Tel: (201) 934-5347
Fax (201)818-0498

In Japan:
Minolta Planetarium Co., Ltd.
World Trade Center Bldg. 2-4-1
Hamamatsu-Cho
Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105, Japan
Tel: 03-3435-5511
Fax 03-3435-5520

Worldwide:
Minolta Company, Ltd.
Planetarium Operations
Esaka CTS Center
2-30 Toyotsu-Cho
Suita-Shi, Osaka 564, Japan
Tel: 06-386-2050
Fax 06-386-2027

ONLY
FROM THE
MIND
OF
MINOLTA

MINOLTA

In this issue our friends from the University of
Capetown/Planetarium of the South African
Museum contribute a piece on how they produce a computer generated all-sky of the southern extragalactic sky. One of the interesting features of their work relates how they have been
able to create a three dimensional view into the
"great wall ofgalaxies. Please enjoy.
II

Th

uthe

A.P.
Departments
and Computer Science
University of Cape Town I
Planetarium
the
Museum
fairall@uctvms.uct.ac.za
In Capetown, we developed a 6-slide aHsky set that accurately reproduces the positions and distances of galaxies in the southern sky, with the South Celestial Pole at the
zenith.
Almost all the galaxies are shown as "single pixels." Only twenty or so galaxies,
excluding the MageHanic Clouds, are close
enough to warrant being given slightly
enlarged images to reflect their true angular
sizes. This is quite a contrast to many popular depictions, used in planetariums that
greatly exaggerate the sizes of galaxies, rela-
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tive to the
between them. In our
view, NGC 5128 (Centaur us A) has the
angular size-just
for its famous dust
lane to be made out. The distribution of
galaxies shows a IIZone of Avoidance" due to
the obscuration caused
The galaxies have been extracted from our
"Southern Redshift
(FairaUUniversity of Cape Town) which ................ ....
lists over 22,000 redshift measurements for
more than 15,000 southern galaXies, but
which is continually updated as new measurements become available. It also identifies
and discards discrepant redshifts.
For visualization purposes, the database
has been converted into X, Y, Z coordinates
and held in a Silicon GraphiCS Indigo 2 (a
dedicated graphiCS workstation). Various
means of visualization are pOSSible, such as
interactive rotation, zoom and fly-througru,
using the mouse control. One software
option is the generation of panels for
jector all-sky scenes using a mathematical
mapping (devised by the first author). For
reference, an all-sky grid can also be created.
At present the screen is then photC)gr,aplled
(in a darkened environment) on
Velvia
film, with correct scale and re~,istra1:i0l11though direct generation of 35mm slides is,
of course, possible.
Whilst the entire galaxy database can be
depicted in the panels, it makes sense to
impose a distance cutoff. The redshift of a
galaxy is an indication of its cosmological
distance, so the software allows for a minimum and maximum distance to be "";;j'~L";;U.
Our first general version, distributed to a
number of planetariums around the time of
IPS 94, went out to a redshift
of
recession) of 25000 km/s-which corresponds to a depth of over a biHion
years. Since then, after trying various versions in a show, we have settled on a preferred depth to only 6000 km/s (250 million
light years), since it is best for revealing the
"Voids" and "walls" in the distribution of
galaxies.
Rather than vary the luminosity of the
pixels to represent the relative apparent
magnitudes, we were very keen to build in a
distance effect. Accordingly, the color of the
galaxies was graded from white, for the nearest galaXies, to blue at the distance cutoff.
Blue was chosen for two reasons. First, it naturall y suggests increasing distance. Second,
when isolated blue and white dots are seen
on a black background, the chromatic aberration of the eye creates a three-dimensional
effect-the blue dots seem to be further
away.
A completely three-dimensional view can
be realized using ChromaDepth™ spectacles,
as demonstrated by Audio Visual Imagine-
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that surrounds
Unlike the random distribution

the concentration towards
" The three-dimensional
Q"reat-'1Nall of gal;axi1es-yet

research role

at research conferences.
For the
the

eye to see, is revealed. If reqluiI'ed,
can be used in
with the planet:arium
nrcliector. the
of the
pr<>]ec:tor can
Magellaniic clouds.
pr(~SeJn.taIUoln at our nl!<ln""t~r'i_
urn, we also created an "enhanced
pr()je<:tioifl that could, when
fill in the "Zone of
work with the conventional starfield. We
to describe that scene in a further contribution to this rl""n" ..'hrn.",nt

their inventiveness with our PVPY-V"OW8J11V
ership.

Co. BOCES director of a statio:nal'Y pJlanc~taI'i
um with a Minolta MS-8 and 60 seats, and
Lindarae Bauer, Oneida-Herkimer- Madison
BOCES Stadab "~'-U;L"':>L,

Brought to you by and of interest to
Powerful Interactive Planetarium Systems

SREYNOLD@OCMVM.CNYRIC.ORG
Here we go again. For my location, school
begins in September. We have a full schedule
for the year and plan to have a great time
with students and teachers exploring the
universe in Stadab. I look forward to continued contact with colleagues through regular
mail, phone and e-mail. Notice the new
e-mail address above! My BOCES changed
our addresses with very little notice and I
just got my new address. So, mark down the
new address and write me about the wonderful things you are trying.

Don't forget to consider attending the first
European Conference for itinerant and small
planetaria which will be held in Brescia,
Italy. This meeting has been organized by
the Italian Friend's Association and by the
IPS Portable Planetarium Committee. There
will be workshops and papers pertaining to
maximum utilization of Starlab, GOTO EX-3,
and Cosmodysee II planetariums. We expect
there will be representatives from a large
variety of countries aU over Europe and as
weB as some from the USA This promises to
be an exceptional experience for all of us and
will really strengthen and enrich our network around the globe.
For more information and registration:
Loris Rampont, (new address) Centro studi e
ricerche Serafino Zani, via Bosca 24, CPo 104,
25066 Lumezzane, Italy (FAX 30 87 25 45).

On Friday, June 16, a group of nineteen
powerful interactive planetarium educators
met on the Herkimer Co. BOCES campus.
Our gracious hosts were Ted Stalec, Herkimer
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formidable ov"....,.rlH"""
lights of three BOCES
programs which
impact science education in his component
school districts: a mobile
disum.
Participants were treated to
evening and Friday afternoon star
where we examined characteristics
and its four largest satellites, Mars, double
stars, and the sun while gaining eX1PeI'ieIlce
in operation of an
mobile observatory system. Everyone
that it is a
marvelous teaching
and many can conceive of establishing a similar program Ted's
explanations helped us to realize that it
could be done with many "found" materials
to save money and he also shared several
he discovered through
so we
don't have to reinvent the wheel.
The distance learning program is
impressive as an example of one of the best
in educational uses of technology of the 90s.
Their set-up networks five sites with
for expansion to twelve sites next year. This
system makes it possible for small rural
schools to provide dasses in subjects not normany taught due to sman enrollment. Ted
taught a high school astronomy dass for 45
minutes daily each semester to a small group
of students at each of the five locadons
simultaneously. He goes to different sites on
some days to maintain the "human contact."
Teachers are trained to
the
dudng a one week Lauuu.u,..
summer. Some of the tecnno.lc)gy
ind udes: several TV monitors
views of each remote site), Elmo (a TV camera mounted above a
with interior
lights, You can show slides, book
live
telescope views), a VCR, surveillance cameras
(automatically tracking the teacher or stationary), and a phone/fax set-up (in case the
system goes down, or to fax
The
only problems encountered (and solved)
were the facts that aU the schools do not
have the same time schedules and all lesson
materials need to be delivered to the schools
three days in advance. All
are carried
over a fiber
hard line Herkimer BOCES
had installed. An this is
for
grants,
state aid and a per-dass charge to the schools.
We were pleased to learn that it works so
wen and the instructor
to the technology
of us had never seen a
distance learning center before.
is in~:eniotlS,
Ted's use of the
both entertaining and dramatically effective
The Planetarian

Lindarae

use of the Radmar
tor (model 1210-see my column
After
their own plctur~es
ll-inch paper, students pn:>d.lICe
Kodalith slides to present with
and
activities in the pJalnetaI'iurn.
has al tered her n .. n"~rt·n ..

BOCES, 6 British American
Boulevard, Latham, NY 12110) are conducting an
wi th
third
class. Their attempt to provide intensive
astronomy and space science education has
evolved to a
where
may write a
have
15
paper on it.
and
Starlab lessons to third
They want to determine age aplDrolpri.at€~ness
of specific tasks and
for maximum
learning and retention of process and information.
Fred Jaquin and Martin Barbour (MOST,
500 S. Franklin Street,
NY 13210
USA) shared a story from the Anishinabe
Indians of the Great Plains. The story is
called uHow Fisher Brought Warmth to the
Earth" and can be used in
with a
circumpolar star clock/calendar because
Fisher is in the location of the
and
can be used to tell the season.
the
winter months Fisher
through the
cold and snow toward the top of the sky. In
Spring, Fisher climbs
in the sky and

opens a hole for warmth.
Summer, as
warmth is
Fisher runs from the
In the Fall
shoot him and he
falls on his back. He never
reaches the
because Gitchee Manitou, the
Creator, saves him and his
again. This story was au,,,,,,x:u
Stebbins at the Museum of Science and
Te<:hnlOI()gy (MOST) and appears in a regularly scheduled
show called
"When Stars Were Alive: Native American
Star Myths.
Drive, Central
Burgess (RR #3,
NY 13036-9512) demonstrated a
method for hanging cardinal points on the
Starlab dome by Velcro. He has created a
miniature screen with the words (or letters
or numbers) lit up and very easy to see in the
dark. He is
these for a small fee. Can
him at (315) 668-7412 or write for further
information.
Farina (Science Plus, 1559 Jerico
Trn:npiike, New
Park, NY 11040) let us
Techtake a dose look at the new

The target IYVIIJUJUHllV.U
Planetarium Intern/Mentor D ......",."."' ......
fourth and fifth

for Portable Planetarium ,,,,.. nil",,,
1992-93 school year (dates of ini1:iaU.zation
this
will be
interest in astronomy,

program exists for eJementcuy
dents in the Oneida
the past four years,
Portable Planetarium was set up
inqluis;iU~le students have Jinli!:e]red
sentations or app«)ac:hed
operator before or after classes
revealed
tions. Their
material that extended h",,~u'1I'1.rI
room curriculum. This program
vide such students with the oPPOIrtunit:y

school

nrt~virlp an interactive nl~u... ".t~n·""rrII
eX1PeI'ierlce for a select group
students in the Oneida

""'''''''''";11'''' an nnnn .. t .......
which self-confidence and esteem

- Intern students will be able
peers to the
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The most fll1:xiblean4~xpandable
control system of them all

forl)1ore . informati<Jn contact Gregg GUUsat
[)esign and specifications are subject to chapge
without notice. Omni Q® is a registered trademark of
Co mmercialElectronics ltd

allllDlr

It_

1335 Burrard St. Vancouver, BCCanada V62127
Telephone {604} 669·5525 Fax (604)6$9..6347

information is the most current as supmanufacturers press time.
If you have
read
March issue of
"Sound Advice"
should do so before conthis column as the information
shared in the March column is a pr~ereQuisit:e
to that n ..,,,.,..olnt,,,rl

on computer
request of
readers) and does not discuss
"stand alone" DA Ws
as AMS, ProDisk,
These
hm~ploweI of

are xp1aIlatiofls of the terms
the tables..
Channels:
to understand
this one! The maximum number of sounds
that the DAW can generate ins;tarltane<>usly
hardware reCIUireI1ne]us..
Often is limited
See Tracks as well.
Tracks: Could be considered as "work
areas".
DA Ws allow far more tracks
than there are channels to generate sound.
These additional tracks are great to use for
or to enhance the
of
your audio
Here is an eX(lmlPle:
Let
suppose we are
with an
channel DAW in a
section of a star
show soundtrack. That means the DAWean
sounds instanmore than
generate
tarleolUsJIV Let's record two tracks of stereo
music, two more of stereo ambient sound
effects
one for
(71?), one
for a mono launch
and two tracks of diawhere all
of these tracks
are
back the DAW is maxed out. We
cannot record any more
we could add another new track of alarm
ben if it
in spots where one of
the other
tracks was inactive. For
nizational purposes it would be easier add
a
new track titled "Alarm Ben"
you could view I edit, and otherwise m:1lnl1rltllate an of the alarm bens at once instead of
to fit them into unrecorded sections
of the
tracks. Then a recorded
track would consist of a potpouree of unlike
audio elements. You could continue to add
tracks for other sfx or music cuts,
but
tracks will generate sound at once,
Still the
power of
these "virtual tracks" beats the socks
how we all used to "checkerboard"
ments onto the tracks
tape machines.
and
Two
will
vide the stereo sound
most of your prc:xitlCtloI1S.
then route these two
are to be recorded.
.. orl";".o~ two outputs. A six-channel
track
at least six outs (we have
learned some
ways to work around this
at Bowen Productions. See the section
about SMPTE
The number of
the DAW is

allows very
of lines of
Better software allows
in-out locations in
time-code addresses.

with.
Effects Processma:

these tre:aUnents
your computer screen.

own n1!',nnlr1p·t~1!'V
than two ins and outs..

sionals.
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Automated
Most workstations
allow some sort of automation. The better
ones allow the
and
back of Fader moves, D':'l1r1l1"1iina
Mutes.
Punch Record: The
!ion where rec:ondiI1lg
where ..""r·n .. ,rI."'....
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Information is based on latest data supplied by manufacturers as of 7-21
Macintosh-based Workstations
Product

Manufacturer

Channels

Tracks

Inputs

Outputs Automated
Mixing

Sound Edit 16

Macromedia

2

2

2

2

AudioShop

Opcode

2

2

2

2

Session 8 Mac

Digidesign

8

8

2-8

2-8

Punch
Record

Mixer
Emulation

F4

Effects
Processing

Lock to
External
SMPTET.C.

Audio
Scrub/
Jog

E, F,D1

AI12

E, F, D, N,
F, M, P

Yes

Yes

Many

Sampling
Rates/Bits
8,16

Hardware
Requirements

Retail
Price

Mac

$149

Digidesign
Nubus cards
and
interfaces c

$3000+

Yes
Yes

Yes

44.1, 48,

16

Options

DigiTrax

Opcode

4-6

4-6

2

2

F, M, P

Yes

Yes

N, EO, E, F,
D,R

Yes

Yes

All

Digidesign and $399
Spectral
Nubus cards

Deck II

OSC

4-16

4-16

2

2

F, M, P

Yes

Yes

N, EO, E, F,
D,R

Yes

Yes

All

Digidesign and
Spectral
Nubus cards

$399

Power Station +

Sonic
Solutions

12

4

4

F, M, P

Yes

Yes

EO

Yes

$5995

Protools III

Digidesign

16-48

Unlim

2-8

2-8

F, M, P

Yes

Yes

Many Options

Yes

Digital Performer

MOTU3

2-48

Unlim

2-64

2-64

F, P

Yes

Yes

Many Options

Yes

StudioVision

Opcode 3

4-16

4-16

2-8

2-8

F, P

Yes

Yes

44.1, 48,

16

Sonic
Interface

Yes

44.1, 48,

16

Digidesign or
$8000+
other selected
sound cards
and interfaces

Yes

44.1, 48, 16

Nubus cards
$895
and interfaces

44.1, 48,

$995
Digidesign or
other selected
sound cards
and interfaces

Yes

16

PC-based Workstations
Product

Manufacturer

Channels

Tracks

Inputs

Outputs Automated
Mixing

Wave

Turtle Beach

2

2

2

2

Sound Forge

Sonic Foundry 2

2

2

2

Quad Studio

Turtle Beach

4

4

2

2

F, M, P

SAW

Innovative
Quality
Software

4
Stereo

4
Stereo

2

2

F

Session 8 PC

Digidesign

8

8

2-8

2-8

F, M, P

Spectral Prisma

Spectral, Inc

12

96

2 -8

2-8

Yes

Effects
Processing

Punch
Record

Mixer
Emulation
Yes

EQ, E, F, D, R

Yes

Yes

All
imaginable!

F

Lock to
External
SMPTET.C.

Audio
Scrub/
Joq

Yes

Sampling
Rates

Hardware
Requirements

ReW'
Price

All

8, 16

Sound Card

$149

All

16, 32

Sound Card

$495+

Yes

EQ, E, F, D

All

8, 16

Sound Card

$499 C

Yes

Almost all
Yes
except reverb

All

16

Sound Card

$599

Yes

Yes

Many Options

Yes

44.1, 48,

16

$6995+
Digidesign
interfaces and
cards c

Yes

Yes

EQ,N

Yes

44.1, 48,

16

Complete

Yes

-- - - - -

Yes

$3995

1 Effect Legend: N=Normalize, EQ =Equilizer, E = Echo, F = Flange, D =Delay, R = Reverb, C = Compress
2 Sampling rates: All= at least 11.025, 22.05, 44.1. 8 = 8 bit, 16 = 16 bit.
3 These programs are actually powerful MIDI sequencers, used for music composition and arranging. They also feature
"built-in"
tal multitrack recording and editing.
4 Mixer Legend: F = Faders, M =Mutes, P= Panning
a Very flexible program. May be used with Digidesign ProTools interfaces and various Nubus cards to expand # of tracks and channels. Also
works with no additional hardware when used with Mac 6100, 7100, 8100.
b This very profeSSional system is modular and can be configured with varying numbers of tracks, ins-outs, effects processors,
etc. Options effect price of system.
c Includes sound card.
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E CREATORS
Mauna
The Australian Outback,
The Space Shuttle in Orbit and
A Goto GSS .. Helios Planetarium Theater. ....
What do aI/ these places have in common?
A spectacular view of a crisp, clear star field!

So what are you waiting for?
Why not experience it?

Shonandai Culture Center

GSS-Helios

The GSS-Helios (GSX) features 25,000 stars reproducing a sky seen only from space. Digital shutters mean panoramas
without stray stars twinkling through the image. Computer-assisted functions give manual mode the ease of auto mode
without replacing the lecturer. The list of special GOTO features goes on and on. Contact your nearest representative and
find out what your planetarium could be like.

The GI014si offers Space Simulator functions plus
GOTO's exclusive automatic lamp replacement
mechanism. No more shows lost to lamp burnout.
With the G l014si, your spare lamp leaps into
action with a simple touch of a button at the
console. Simple, fast and efficient. That's a GOTO
Planetari urn.

GOlD OPTICAL MFG. CO.
4-16 Yasaki-cho Fuchu-shi, Tokyo 183
JAPAN
TEL: Inti No. +81-423-62-5312
FAX: Inti No. +81-423-61-9571
Email: Lucy@goto.co.jp

G1014si

rum
Steve Tidey
58 Prince Avenue
SS26NN
100603.2414@compuserve.com
Hello, me again.
Historically, the Forum column (by its
very nature, of course) has dealt with issues
primarily of concern to planetarians. However, it occurred to me that the imminent
arrival of the new millennium (after all, five
years can pass awfully fast!) gives us an
opportunity to jOin in what is seemingly a
worldwide public discussion about what
people will do to celebrate the new century.
The issue was worded:

The world is beginning to be gripped by
millennium fever. Should planetarians
start to think about organizing
long-term projects which will celebrate
the coming of the 21st century in our
own unique way? These projects could
perhaps either remind people of the
astronomical discoveries of the 20th
century, or they could look forward to
the promise of discovery over the next
100 years. Or perhaps you have your
own ideas?
***
Philosophically we need to promote
information in the form of scientific knowledge and useful facts-facts about the earth
sciences, astronomy, space exploration, and
current theories about the nature of things.
We should provide a forum where the general public can be brought up to date on the
nature of the earth as our habitat, the earth
as our observing platform of the night sky,
and the earth as a base of operations from
which to explore space. We ought to debunk
where debunking is needed and provide programs and/or activities to encourage people
to become thinkers and doers.
As far as specifics about the new millennium, there are several things we can do.
Perhaps the most important is to offer information in the form of programs or written
articles and television programs regarding
when the millennium will actuaH y begin Jan. 1, 2001, not Jan. I, 2000. Already people
in the US are getting hyped about celebrat-
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the new millennium
Dec. 31,
1999 into Jan. 1, 2000. The best we can
to achieve is to promote two celebrations:
the last new years of the Old 20th
then later welcome the new Millennium on
Jan. 1, 2001. Perhaps a calendar program dealing with such ideas as the various reliigi()us
and ethnic calendars, the changes in the calendar wrought by the Romans and Pope
Gregory, et al. We should make the presentation as ethnicall y broad as possible.
Second, we can promote exploration in
the 21st century by highlighting amateur
discoveries, and encourage people that anyone can lido" science and use the scientific
method Science is done at the cutting edge
of knowledge, and for each individual there
is a different level of understanding.
Third, we can promote preservationist
attitudes through comparative studies of
earth and other planets, and cyclical changes
in the earth's environment brought about
by astronomical effects over which we
would have little control, i.e. supernovae, etc.
to tracking earth-croSSing objects over which
we may be able to have a positive effect. Or
to atmospheric changes wrought
volcanoes, or mankind's activities.
Fourth, promote programs that aggressively promote rational thinking and
debunk new-age ideas and superstition.
Mickey Schmidt, Director
Center for Educational Multimedia
US Air Force Academy

our visitors to irl"..... +H·u
beliefs and ideas
them.
ence.

beSides, everyone is
on December 31,
it or not
Second, there are obvious Dl;:me~taI'iUl[n
shows
to be written.
us who are Americans and old 'l;;lIA'UUl"U,
throw our minds back
our bi(:enteIlmi,al
year in 1976.
of us had to
200 Years of AS1trolnolmv

***
Turns of millennia spark the
interest in global technology, education and
exploration. By the year 2000 our audiences
will be thirsty for inspiration, retros:oe,ctic)n.
and a glimpse of possible futures.
Television and computers now ..... "."'.,.. ....1'"
the public with a plethora of information
and images on astronomy. Theater
ences can more effectively entertain and
convey a sense of awe and a connection
with the heavens, by immersing audiences
into an environment of powerful
Apparently our cities' light pollution will
worsen with time. Only in planetaria can
most people experience the dark skies of our
ancestors, or the depths of deep space in an
authentic, satisfying way.
Our programming for the tum of the millennium should connect audiences with the
mystery and beauty of the skies of old as
weB as the scope and grandeur of the universe as we view it today. We have opportunities to foster curiosity about the many
mysteries of the universe and invite audiences to take an active role in solving them.
Perhaps we should take a cue from a cur-
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next 200 years at no extra
spalce~;hilJS to the stars were lot
most of the stuff from the
1000 Years Shows", We could
Crab Nebula and end

times, or smne'thing
NASA, CARA and

went "Live from
Antarctica" last year, so we know we have
the technology to do it again.
For me, the big question is whether or
not I really want to be anywhere near a planetarium on New Year's Eve. Somehow, that
South Pole gig or a balcony with some
Champaign somewhere in Tahiti is more my
style. But then again, if I have a lick of sense,
111
just go to bed early.
Bill Gutsch
Former Director, Hayden Planetarium
New York

F.365

Francisco, CA 94112 U.S.A. The Abrams
Planetarium Sky Calendar induded in it is
great!
C. The Observer's Handbook. A
on sky events, pUDH:Sne~a
Astronomical Society of Canada, 136
Merton St., Toronto, Ontario M5R IV2
Canada Comes out every autumn for the
following year, and based on data from
the US. Naval Observatory's Astronomical
Almanac.

D.

***
I imagine that the Internet will figure
prominently in the minds of people, such as
Bill, who would like to see planetarians using
technology to celebrate the tum of the 21st
century. I agree that this amazing public tool
will undoubtedly be at the core of operations the world over. At the present rate of
growth (100 new Web sites per week!) and
ingenuity, in five years time the Internet will
have mushroomed into something perhaps
unrecognizable by today's standards. New
uses for the Internet and new horizons are
being drawn daily, so who knows what will
be possible. It's eXciting stuff.
I would like to propose that the IPS
Council begins to think about coordinating
planetarians' millennium activities. We have
a good deal of time for thought and preparation, and the worldwide publicity should
substantially increase our organization's profile.
The subject for the next Forum is one suggested by Gary Tomlinson, of the Chaffee
Planetarium, Grand Rapids. I don't want to
make a habit of using other people's suggestions, but his idea is particularly relevant in
today's SOciety. It reads:

OtteweWs Astronomical Lalrenlaar.
Astronomical Companion. Another good
yearly update on the

E. Astronomical Tables
Sun Moon and
Planets by Jean Meeus. Willmann-Bell, Inc.
P.o. Box 3125, Richmond, VA 23235 U.s.A.
Want to tell folks about the next transit of
Venus? The earth-Mars distance during its
next perihelic opposition? The answer to
this and many other questions of the distant past and future are contained in this
book.

Chet
and ';n........... "'L,.;,; ....
Avenue of the Americas, New
York 10020 U.S.A.
G. Cmnmlter

H.
I.

Astronlom~v t(~xtlbo(lks.

books.

J. Allen's

Star Names, other

K. Chase's Annual Events or similar
iI1::l'UO;:--::lDl kinds of events are listed,
which are astronomical in nature.
L. your own book of
(and
lected from past research.

Good luck. A wlf>ll-\o\rntlrlf>fl. we.ll-prod.uc(;~d
astronomy show on your local radio
station is a terrific service that you
offer
to your
which is
to
you astronomical dividends!

How can planetaria, which only see
school children perhaps once or twice
in their school careers, do programming
consistent with current US educational
reform (i.e. active pa.rt1dpation, connection to the real world, constructivist
approach and collaborative learning)?
Or should they even try? Should they
continue the traditional passive programming, in the hope that it will
inspire and exdte the student (and perhaps the teacher alike) and leave it to
the classroom teacher to do the Nreal
teach i ngr'

'*

Until next time, have a nice Autumn/Spring,
whatever your hemisphere bias is.
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the Apollo
was the
period leading up to
mission.
story of how. in a complex technical
events and incidents with seemingly
taken altogether-lead to a domino-induced

"accident
the other
Herculean efforts, there
will
always be errors and deficiencies that will go
un(1etc~ch~-"lm'kinlg in the
and
waiting for just the
balloon into a crisis. kr\.'t-11."~t,~I,,,
of Apollo 13-even though the
that
ushered-in the tank
easily slipped
the
remained volumes
of technical documentation
after-theallowed
to
what
to a fix for future
Apollo spa~ceCI,a1t.
With the April 17, 1970 return of astroUT'O>ih",.C'f

Apoll

It

p
With the recent release of the Ron Howard
film Apollo 13, there has been a renewed interest in that "failed", but historic 1970 spaceflight. In this installment we'll take a bit of a
departure from our standard Planetechnica
and examine an obscure but essential aspect
this mission-the technical events that actually
led to the oxygen tank explosion aboard the
spacecraft·

Utter the words "Apollo 13" and images are
evoked of heroic and ingenious flight controllers and astronauts, teary-eyed family
members, tense TV Viewers, and anxious
prayer vigils. The dramatic elements of that
mission are the ones that were reported by
the media and are the ones seared into the
memories of those of us old enough to still
remember. Less wen known, however, are
the factors that created this near-disastrous
space accident in the first place. Interestingly, even the most ardent of spaceflight
devotees-planetarians among them-can
recite little beyond the fact that "the oxygen
tank exploded" en route to the Moon among
the technical causes of that momentous
space crisis. In reality, the Apollo 13 oxygentank explosion didn't "just occur," but
was the result of a series of events over a fiveyear period leading up to the mission.
Together, they weave a fascinating story of
how, in a complex technical project such as
Apollo, isolated events and incidents with
seemingly inconsequential results cantaken altogether-lead to a domino-induced
disaster scenario.
Unlike with the 1986 Challenger accident,
the Apollo 13 had no 'Iobvious signs" with
which attentive NASA or industry pelrso:nnel
could predict an impending calamity.
Instead, the events which in-total led to the
explosion of cryogeniC oxygen tank #2
could, at best, be described as "innocent oversights" or "inadvertencies",
this is
what makes the Apollo-13-style accident scenario so unnerving. At least with Challenger,

----------------,-.::::

-

r,p,{71,,"unna massive amounts
data from the mission, as wen as
nrl"ljp,rt_rl'"\lntY'::Ir'tnr technical
board issued its report. It was
document which
out
detail the
of

A ... ".VAU.",

me scenario, we must first review
and
of the oxygen
and their
into the
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:::,------------------------------...
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Fuel cells
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craft systems. Because
remained
attached
the bulk of an Apollo mission and were so
the
non-reentry
the combined command
and service modules (CSM) have often been
referred to as simply lithe command moduk/l In this usage, the "command module,"
as
was
two separate craft.
It is
to remember that the Apollo
spalcec:ratt for lunar HUIUIH~ missions was
reall y three
These were:
the lunar module (LM), which was
two members of the three-man
ed to
crew between lunar orbit and the Moon's
surface;

Fill tube

4--"£===;;:-;===l--+ Sf)Slcec:raft

Vent tube ....- . . . . . j . . . . - -.....

....
...
.....
:..

Quantity probe --+
(contains fill tube)

the command module (CM), which was
the main residence, if you will, of the crew
for the bulk of the mission, and was the
only
of the
vehicle
~~.........,.; ....,,,, to Earth;
- and the service module (SM), which
housed the
of the environmental,
and maneuvering systems
and consumables used by the command
module throughout the flight until just
before reentry into Earth's atmosphere.
The service module <Figure 1), which contained the
oxygen tanks in question,
was basicall y a large
4 meters (13
feet) in diameter and about 4.3 meters (14
feet) long, and was attached to the blunt end
of the
command module.
The service module also included the 3meter (10-foot)
service
system (SPS)
bell which was attached to
the end of the module opposite the CM, as
well as a number of communications antennae, including the
S-band
antenna. The module's
arrangement was
divided into six pie-wedge
with each bay containing
sections, or
eqUipment and systems for the
smlce~:rajtt. (In addition, there was a smaller
cvllin(lric:ai center-section, which housed SPS
engine components and helium tanks.) Four
"~., ... o'i"" of
were spaced
around the
exterior of the modand an umbilical
at the top
edge of the
routed the necessary fluids, power, and data between the service and
command modules.
Bay 4 of the service module contained the
cryogenic oxygen and
fuel
and associated
The oxygen
supply in the service module had a dual purDo:se--envir(mrJrleYJ!tal and electricaL Not only
was the oxygen used to supply the crew in
the command module with a breathable
atlnospiler'e, but
with
hydrogen
it
the raw materi-
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als needed to operate the
fuel
cells. The fuel cells chemically combined the
two elements to produce electrical power as
wen as a drinking-water by-product. In fact,
the only electrical power available from the
pre-ApoHo-14 service module was produced
by the fuel cens. While the commanr module contained conventional batteries for
power, these were only large enough to supply it with electricity for final re-entry operations, and therefore were not available as a
redundant backup in the case of a fuel cen
failure.
Hn'U1P'UPl' the general fuel-cell-based electrical system design had proven itself reliable
since the Gemini Earth-orbital missions of
the mid-1960s. Additionally, the
design had redundancy in the form of two
separate oxygen tanks, two separate
gen tanks, three individual fuel
redundant ancillary tubing, valves, and
The Apollo electrical system had performed nearly flawlessly on an
manned and unmanned flights.
Each of the cryogenic oxygen tanks themselves (Figure 2) were comprised of an inner
and outer shell, and a dome at the top to
house the interconnecting fluid tubing and
wiring for electrical power and sensor signals. The spaces inside the dome and
between the inner and outer tank shells were
filled with thermal insulation. Mounted
inside the tank were two tubular assembUes-the heater tube and the Qu.antlty
The heater tube contained two ther-
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m(Jlsta·tica~ly··pf()te(:ted heateD to build pressure inside the tank should it fall below the
specified value, and two small fans de~)igJled
to stir the tank contents, redluc:ing nelrioldic
tenrnx~ratun;~stl:atifiaiU(Jln of the
gen. The
tamed a teJDOenlLture
gauge (used to elec:tricaUy
tity of fluid in the
and-in the
of the
oxygen fill tube.
and sensor
for both assemblies
from a conduit in the tank dome
thrlou2~h the top of the ... -~.- .. J

In February 1965-five years and two
months
to the
13 accidentNASA sent the specifications for the revised
"Block II" Apollo command and service modules to their
con tractor, North
American Aviation (later North American
and
known as Rockwell
International). The tiBlock I"
had
been
in the
1960s for
nary design shakedowns and tests. Based
upon the evaluations of those
tests,
NASA was able to further refine the spacecraft design into the Block II-the
eventually used for the
moon program.
~JUA'VA,'''' the Block II revisions
an
upgrade of
for the service
module's
oxygen tank heater
assemblies. Up until that time, the heaters
had been rated to operate at 28
DC,

Vol.

which was the voltage supplied by both the
spacecraft itself and the launch-pad ground
support equipment (GSE) at Kennedy Space
Center. However, the revised GSE design
incorporated a 65-volt DC electrical supply
for the heaters in order to facilitate rapid
tank pressurization during pre-launch operations. North American relayed the new
heater specification to the oxygen-tank subcontractor, Beech Aircraft Corporation,
which, in turn, redesigned the heaters.
However, the Apollo 13 review board discovered that, through an oversight, Beech had
inadvertently failed to relay the new voltage
specification to its supplier of the thermostatic switches used in the heaters. At no
point did Beech, North American or NASA
ever pick up on this discrepancy prior to the
Apollo 13 flight. As a result, all Apollo Block
II service module oxygen tanks up to the
time of the accident flew with underrated
thermostats in their heaters.
Taken alone, this upgrade-failure would
have been of little consequence as long as
the other eqUipment in the tanks performed
as specified The purpose of the thermostatic
switches never was to tum the heaters off
and on for tank-pressure regulation. That
function was performed by a pressure switch
in the spacecraft oxygen supply line leading
from the tank. Instead, the thermostats performed a safety function by preventing the
temperature in the tanks from rising above
27 degrees C (80 degrees F). As the normal
operating temperature of the oxygen tank
was typically around -183 degrees C (-297
degrees F), a properly operating tank would
never bring the heater thermostats up to
open-circuit, or heater turn-off temperature.
Since Apollo oxygen tank temperatures had
never before reached the SWitch-limit, this
thermostat discrepancy had never affected
flight operations.

determined that the oxygen tank shelf in
Apollo 10 would be removed and replaced
with one having modified pumps. Later, the
original Apollo 10 tanks would have their
pumps replaced, and that shelf would be
installed into another service module.
The procedure for extracting the oxygen
tank shelf was to disconnect and remove its
associated fluid lines and wiring, remove the
bolts which fastened the shelf inside of service module Bay 4, and Uft the shelf out of
the bay using a special hoist fixture on a
crane. However, in this particular removal,
North American technician neglected to
take out one of the securing bolts before
shelf-extraction was attempted As a result,
the front of the shelf was lifted about 2 inches, only to slip and drop off the hoist, and
back into its original position. After the
remaining bolt was discovered and removed-and the shelf ultimately withdrawntests were performed on the shelf in an
attempt to determine whether any damage
had occurred. The examinations included
shelf integrity, pressure, leak, electrical, sensor, and pump tests. No problems were
found. However, while these tests would
have disclosed external leakage or most serious internal malfunctions, they would not
detect a few lesser anomalies-among
a leaky fill-tube.
The fin tube (see Figure 3) was actually a
multiple-piece arrangement in which the fill

line from outside the tank c01upJled
fill-tube section inside the tank's """',n-l-i-l-u
probe via two Teflon sleeves. The
board's
revealed that the
dimensions and tolerances of these sleeves
could lead to a I4 worst case" variation in
which the two sleeves would fit very
In such a case, it would be pm:sible
sleeves to slip and create a leak in the
fill tube. While this leak wouldn't
problems in
the tank
leak was inside the tank itself) it would
pr<)o!emls, as we'll see later, in d[',unilng
certain 1",,,,nrl'1_1'.. ,,,r1 tests.

1970, the launch team
Center
the Countdown Demonstration Test (CDDT) on the
vehicle slated for the Apollo 13 mission the
fonowing month. Within
4 of the service module was the oxygen tank shelf that
had been removed from the Apollo 10 spacecraft nearly one-and-a-half years before.
Along with its "sister" tank, oxygen tank #2
was prepared and loaded with ...... ~7r\(1'On
oxygen and
to 23.3 kg/sq cm (331
psi). Later, the test called for both tanks to be
partially
about 50 percent
ty. The normal
to drain the
vent

The Tank Changeout and loose
Tube
What ultimately may have made the difference for Apollo 13, however, was an incident which occurred at the North American
Rockwell plant on October 21, 1968. Over the
previous two years, Block II oxygen tank
serial number 10024XT A00008-the one
that eventually became oxygen tank #2 for
Apollo 13-underwent assembly, testing, and
integration into a dual-oxygen-tank shelf,
with the shelf, in turn, installed into SM
106-the service module which would ultimately be used for Apollo 10. In the meantime, though, it was discovered that the
"vac-ion" pumps mounted on the oxygen
tank domes introduced some electromagnetic interference into the electronics of other
spacecraft components. As a result, it was
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Quantity Probe--

(Note: Vent
3
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monitor the "sub-zero" ternperaltures
oxygen. In
since the en:glnleers
were confident that the tank thermostats
would prevent temperatures over 27
(80
F), the control-center gauges
at 27 (80). While tank

itself, or its lead
uninsulated electrical conductors in those components. This provided a
that started
the combustion of more Teflon and metal
materials in the tarue Two seconds after the
tank pressure began to rise, AC bus #2 recorded an ll-volt drop, and in another three seconds a second current spike occurred in fuel
cell #3-this time an increase of nearly 23
amps. Immediately afterward, another
current drop and voltage rise indicated that
a second fan-motor circuit had opened.
Apparently by this time, both tank fans-or
their lead wires-had shorted out.
At
22 seconds after Jack
Swigert had turned on the fans-the tank
pressure leveled off, only to begin rising once
again fifteen seconds later. Another sixteen
seconds after that, telemetry showed a
tank
increase in tank temperature. At
#2 reached its maximum recorded pressure
value of 71 kg/sq cm (1008
seconds
later (92 seconds after activation of the fans),
tank #2 exploded, with a resulting loss of
pressure and temperature
oxygenfueled combustion of Mylar and Kapton
thermal insulation in Bay 4, the blasting
away of Bay 4's exterior panel, and sudden
motions in all three spacecraft axes.
The Apollo spacecraft deSigners had considered the service module electrical and
environmental systems to be solid and stable, with plenty of redundancy for coping
with component failures. With two separate
tanks-each for oxygen and hydrogen, and
three fuel cells, it was thought that any conceivable failure could be handled in flight
without affecting crew safety. But the anticipated problem scenarios were limited to
non-catastrophic events-not an eX1JJo:sion.
Had oxygen tank #2 merely developed a
slow leak, the situation would have been
quite different. In that case, while the mission rules would have prevented a lunar
landing, the crew could have made it back to
Earth on tank #1 only.
with the
unanticipated explosion of tank #2, plumbing common to both tanks had been damaged, and this allowed oxygen from tank #1
to bleed off into space.
With the oxygen rapidly depleting, both
the environmental and electrical systems of
the service module were "bleeding to death"
Initially, the flight controllers monitoring
those systems in Mission Control assumed
they were seeing the results of some kind of
sensor problem. The readings that indicated
oxygen tank #2 and fuel cells 1 and 3 had
died, and that tank #1 was dying, were seen
as too incredible to believe. (Additionally,
the repeated firings of the service module's
maneuvering jets confused flight controllers
into believing that they too were malfunc-
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were
spalce4:ratt attempting to
compensate for the inertial effects of the oxygen
~
Much of the confusion over what
y

.....

.......,

hal)peni~lgonthespalce~:ran

instrumentation for the environmental and
electrical systems were tWlctioflaHy
dent upon the same systems that
were
m<mitolring. The crew had to switch their
instrumentation for the oxygen tanks and
fuel cells back and forth from one electrical
buss to another before the true nature of
what was
was
when it was realized
in
had indeed lost an oxygen tank and two fuel
did the astronauts and
controllers
concentrate on
what was left of tank
#1. Several attempts were made to
the
leak in the
tank. But
minutes into the crisis it had become dear that
the service module soon would be cOlnp,let1eIy out of oxygen and eJectricl1:v
circumstances fallen into
~plrh;~n .. the most difficult
Through heroic efforts of both the
crew and controllers, other NASA ,,,"nn,r. ..ipersonnel, and Apollo sPGLce~craft
astronauts Lovell, Haise and
successfully splashed down in the Pacific Ocean on
April 17, 1970. But not before the crew had
endured another three-and-a-half
in
their lunar module '1ifeboat" with electrical
power and CO~DHlng-wa.ter Sh()ft,age:s,
lems with a carbon-dioxide .... UllU.UiJ
cabin, condensation on and in eqllipme'nt,
lack of sleep, dehydration, a
inft~ction, and nealr-fI'eez:ing terrmeJ:atu.res.
Everything had been shut down in the command
and the lunar module-where
the crew had spent most of their time after
the accident-had
the radio and a
fan turned on. There was a lot
about getting the crew back alive-even as
the Earth loomed
in the
windows. The conditions
in the
spacecraft had never before been tested. It
was unknown whether electrical and electronic eqUipment in the command module
would operate without
given the amount of condensation visible
on the instrument panels. Neither was it
known whether the command module
ance platform-necessary for
and
steering the craft in space-would work with
its heaters having been turned off for
Nor did the flight controllers know whether
the tiny command-module reentry batteries
would
frozen and dead when the crew
att:eulpt:ed a powerup. And, of course, there
was the concern over the heatshield But, in
the end, it was the ingenUity,
and
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1975-finishing out the use of the
space hardware.
Apollo 13 demonstrates how a few relatively innocuous mistakes and deviations
can come together in a technologically-comto cause crisis and disaster. It also
shows how teamwork and professionalism
can help overcome very difficult problems.
This mission is often referred to as a tlfaHure,"
or as "unlucky B." Given what happened
during the flight, how the astronauts and
ground crew dealt with the problems, what
might have happened had circumstances
been even slightly different, and the ultimately successful conclusion of the Apollo
program-which very likely may have been
terminated had the Apollo 13 crew not been
rescued-it appears obvious that liB" was neither a "failure" nor "unlucky."

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Report of the Apollo 13 Review Board,
Edgar M. Cortright, Chairman, June 1970, U.S.
Government Printing Office.

*

(Mobile, continued from page 40)
- Intern students will serve as a resource person for other students within their home
schooL

Portable Planetarium Service Commitment
- To establish criteria for the selection of student interns;
- To provide the Portable Planetarium and
Instructor/Mentorj
- To develop a comprehensive hands-on
learning experience for student interns;
- To design a student, teacher, and school
administrator evaluation to assess the educational success of the Student Intern/Mentor Program.
Dtstrict/Scllool Commitment
- To designate one fourth or one fifth grade
student as a Student Intern based on the following criteria;
The Student Intern candidate will;
a) possess an interest in science or teaching;
b) be a conscientious student;
c) work well in a group situation;
d) demonstrate average communication skills,
e) exhibit a sense of responsibility and a
commitment to learning.
- To permit the deSignated student to attend
the Portable Planetarium Student Project
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orientation;
- To permit the designated student to assist
when the Portable Planetarium visits the
Intern's home school;
- To, if needed, provide transportation of the
Student Intern from the home school to
the orientation and back to the home
school.

are three-hole
and
a binder. Cost: 524.00 + $5.00
naJldli11~ for a total of
dents
Astronomical ,.;"",,'. ",t·u

Do!ita~~e

New
Oneida BOCES, Special Education Gym

Friday,June 4,1993
9:00 am. to 2:00 p.m.
As you can see our day was jammed with
wonderful discussions and demonstrations.
Other tips too numerous to mention were
shared as asides to conversations. We look
forward to meeting again in the fall. The next
PIPS meeting will be held from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Saturday, September 23, 1995. The
host facility will be the Science Museum of
Long Island and co-sponsor will be Steve
Tomesek of Science Plus. If you would like to
start PIPS meetings in your area call me and
we can discuss how easy it is to set up,
will be very grateful for the networking.

New Materials were geJlerously aO]Oal:ea
my files
Stu Chaplman
Public Schools, SOllthamptcln
Mill
Bel Air,

education. Thank you very much
these valuable materials:
Plaoetarilum D .." ........·"' ..... for

1992

1993

-

Materials Sources:
Duct tape-John Lange (Oear Skies, 10300
S. W. 4th Avenue, Portland, OR 97219) called
to tell me he's found a source for eight-inch
wide duct tape which he finds good for major
repair of high wear areas of Starlab. Contact
him for more information.
"The Universe at Your
An
Astronomy Activity and Resource Notebook" (Edited by Andrew Fraknoi}-This
comprehensive and ready-to-use collection
of classroom activities, teaching
and
annotated resource lists is a result of
ASTRa, an innovative program to form
nerships between teachers and astronomers.
It features more than 90 classroom-tested,
hands-on activities for teaching many
aspects of astronomy, and dozens of resource
sheets listing readings, software, organizations, and national projects for astronomy
education. In addition, the notebook has useful articles on student learning, astronomy
basics, and fitting astronomy in the science
curriculum at a variety of levels. Strongly
praised by all who tested the prototype edition, this updated and revised version of the
Notebook is designed both for teachers who
want to improve or increase the astronomy
they teach, and for astronomers who work
with teachers, students, or youth groups.
While Project ASTRa focused on grades 4-9,
much of the material can easily be adapted to
higher grades. The approXimately 400 sheets
The Plonetorion

PlaJoetarilum V"'"\o",.",.".. for
Middle Schools
Planetarium Use for
School Students
Follow the DrulkiJl~
addition to ElementcU'Y
A Planetarium Lesson for Music
Oasses-Gustav Holst: The
Planets (an addition to Middle
School Guide)
The Mass of a
(an addition to
Guide)
Moon/Sun
causes
addition
School Guide) This one
must be
for use in

1994

-

1995

- The

Stu
and several others unClu(Uru!
me) are seeking exampl~~s of methods for
!PI'02ralm evaluathese

Next time-a review of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific liThe Universe in the
Classroom
and "Education
posium" (very worthwhile) and a discussion
of my
with
England) who was
sylvania. What a ch;:unlinl~
man! That's aU for now, see some of you in
Italy.
Vol.

IJII

I

I

the Chicxulub Crater" were
Arcadio Poveda.

Dr.

Oq~anization, gave a
to
talk entitled "From Wireless
Satellites."
AMP AC's next
will
take
place in
1996 at the Puebla Planetarium. The 19% mid-year
has been
the Victoria Planetarium in July
or at El Paso, Texas in October as a
m€~etlmg with the
Mountain Planetarium Association.
de la Macorra
states that the Cuernavaca Planetarium is
cur'rerJltIv closed due to the fracture and parcollap:se of its dome. A new facility is cur-

72467.2051@compuserve.com
Summer (winter for those of you in the
southern hemisphere) must be slow for planetarium news because I did not receive the
usual amount of interesting information to
share with the worldwide planetarium community. I waited as long as I could for any
late arrivals. The deadline for inclusion into
the next issue is
October
1995. Please mark your calendars accordingly.

The Association of Mexican Planetariums
held its 34th conference at the
Pachuca
State of Hidalgo, about
90 km from Mexico City, May 17-19th. The
host for the conference was Guillermo
Weber. Two dozen planetariums along with
numerous astronomy clubs and planetarium
vendors were in attendance for the conference.
Miguel Angel Delgado, Manager of the
Alfa Cultural Center in Monterrey took over
as AMPAC President and will serve until
1997. Guillermo Weber was appointed
President-Elect. Special thanks were given to
Miguel Gil for his dedicated work as outgoing president.
Two new sky shows were presented during the conference. They were IIExtraterrestrial Life" and A Planet Called Earth II,"
the latter being an interactive show where
the audience can determine the direction
and outcome of the show.
The planetarium in Pachuca is surrounded
an archeological park where Mexican prehistoric cultures are represented through
sculpture replicas reminding visitors of their
importance as skywatchers.
Astronomy lectures entitled liThe Shoemaker-Levy 9 Comet" and liThe Structure of
II
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The 31st An.nual Great Lakes Planetarium
Association Conference will be held October
25-28 at the new Van Andel Museum and
Planetarium in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The hosts for the conference are David
DeBruyn and Gary Tomlinson.
Conference highlights include: an ,pV...,o;,11I,rl_
ed Astronomy Update lecture
Dr. James B.
Kaler; the much anticipated
of the
GLP A financed planetarium program, A
Solar System Adventure," which is de5iigcled
for the small or portable
market. The program was written by Dave DeRemer and was
in collaboration
with
Bowen of Bowen Music ProQUCHons; numerous 30th
activities;
a used
flea market; numerous
workshops, paper sessions, exhibits and
optional activities. The
Lecturer will be
Robert C. Elliot, Director of the
Planetarium,
of Wisconsin. For
additional information about the conference, contact Dave or Gary at the Chaffee
Plane"tariunG, 272 Pearl NW, Grand
MI49S04.
The Cern an Earth and
Center of
Triton College, River Grove, DIinois 1I"Af",pnt-hr
received a $2,838 grant from the Triton
Student Association for the
tion of production materials for the upcomschool year.
The DIinois State Unive'rsit:v
this sumwith the assismer at a comJDtmi
tance of the Twin
mers.
The Lakeview Museum Planetarium in
Peoria, IllinOiS, recently
ride
the COlmnlUntity
scale model that
of years ago. The planetarium also
host to the Discovery Channel as
they filmed an episode of a program entitled
14
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Un(jen;tarDdlllgtheunilV~~"

"Reach for the Stars,"
astronomy.
The Lmu!vV'av Planet:artlllm

of contributed papers
merit
program,
Hon outlines, Ellison
Internet, and delmClnstratmlg
Law.
The Cleveland .".... .FoA,Ju.;u

hosted
was held in
Jim Comienski. The

......... .,. .............. v ..

~eacher of mathematics and physics, runs the
facility.
The Ministry of University and Science
Research recently promoted an event which
was presented by the municipalities of
Pistoia and San Marcello Pistoiese during the
recent National Week of Scientific Culture.
The program included guided tours of the
planetarium and the observatory in San
Marcello Pistoiese. The tours were assisted by
the Gruppo Astrofili della Montagna
Pistoiese and Associazione Astrofili Valdinievole del Comune di Monsummano, two
local amateur astronomy groups.
The next meeting of small and itinerant
planetaria will be held later this year (dates
were not given). For information, contact:
Centro studi e recerche Serafino Zani, via
Bosca 24, c.P. 104, 2<066 Lumenzzane (BS),
Italy. Telephone 30/871861, Fax 30/872545.

Middle Atlantic Planetarium
Society (MAPS)
The new Officers for the Middle Atlantic
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Planetarium SOCiety were announced during
the MAPS Conference in Somerville, NJ.
They are: President - Fred Stutz, Bowie High
School, Bowie, MDi President-Elect - Laura
Deines, Southworth Planetarium, University
of Southern Maine, Portland, ME; PastPresident - Joyce Towne, Fels Planetarium,
Philadelphia, PA; Secretary - Sam Storch,
Edwin P. Hubble Planetarium, Brooklyn, NY;
Treasurer - Steven LJ. Russo, Cayuga Atmospherium/Planetarium, Cayuga, NY.
The 1996 MAPS Conference will be held at
the Charles Hayden Planetarium in Boston,
MA. Dates and highlights will be announced
in the next issue.
Fred Stutz is busy working on a MAPS
home page for the World Wide Web. It
should be available soon.
MAPS recently had three award winners in
the Griffith Observatory/Hughes Aircraft
Writing Contest. Dr. George Reed won fourth
place while Francine Jackson and Noreen
Grice won honorable mentions.
The 6th annual Maryland Planetarium

The Plane tar ian

Gathering will be held at the Howard B.
Owems Science Center in Lanham, MD on
October 9, 1995 from 9:00 am. to 3:00 p.m.
There will be a series of invited talks by planetarium educators and guests from NASA.

Rocky Mountain Planetarium
Association (RMPA)
The Faulkner Planetarium will open its
doors and light up its new dome on
November 18, 1995. The Faulkner Planetarium is part of the Herrett Center for Arts and
Science (formerly the Herrett Museum) located on the College of Southern Idaho campus
in Twin Falls, Idaho. The Herrett Museum,
which was operated by Norman and Lillie
Herrett, sported a homemade planetarium
instrument under a 20-foot dome. The museum was bequeathed to the college
the
Herretts fifteen years ago. The artifacts were
relocated to another facility on campus and
the planetarium was abandoned. Now, the
new Herrett Center will house a Digistar II
under a SO-foot dome with 150 seats.
'-JV,UAU • •
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menting the planetarium will be numerous
special effects, slide and video projectors. A Schannel, 6000 watt sound system will enhance the multimedia eX1perterlce.
the Eyes of Hubble," a program produced
the Henry Buhl, Jr. Planetarium in Pittsburgh, PA and the Space
Science
Institute in Baltimore, MD will be the openingshow.
Rick Greenawald, formerly of the Roper
Mountain Planetarium in Greenville, SC is
the director of the new facility.

Southeastern
Jon U. Bell, Director of the newly dedicated Hallstrom Planetarium at Indian River
Community College in Fort Pierce, Florida,
recently received that institution's
gious Ambassador Award at the April 1995
faculty and employee recognition ceremony. The award is presented annually to the
faculty member who best exemplifies the
college's commitment of
out-
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reach

thJ~OUlgh

media interpre:serltirlg school

"'p ................. F.,

l4<;:lru"A1 ... '~r",1I series that
heard on the college's public radio station.
Former Buehler Planetarium intern Alex
Lovell spent a week at the
Planetarium in Bradenton, FL, before
to the
United Kingdom where she
head an effort for a
science center in the "Midlands"
England. The new Buehler intern is Mark
Rosauer.
Valerie Jones has
assumed the
opc~ra'tiolnal role of the StarIab Planetarium
in
Alabama.
Rick Greenawald has left the
Mountain Planetarium in
SC to
assume the
of the new planeltarium in Twin Falls, Idaho. Rick's aSSistant, Rex
Smith, is now the Planetarium Curator and
Jim Flood has been hired as Production
Assistant.
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ium He
return to the dome sometime
upc:ornirlg school
SEPA met

Planetarium in KiIlgS'polrt,
President-Elect to fill
Rick Greenawald's de1Prutulre
will assume the SEP A Presid4enc:y
1,1997.
The 1996 SEP A LOlluel~em:e
June 18-22 at the Sudekum Planel:arium
1\.T.",h",iI!"" TN. The 1997 SEPA
Pel1sa,co],a, Florida.

another, more UOIQt:lltCIUS,
get has come to our rescue. The ~;"' •. "'"U... u.
computer can
the
Geochron' with some added features to
thanks to several programs in<:JUidiIllg
Nagy's Earthwatch.
Earthwatch is a shareware program
de5;igrled to run on IBM
computers
DOS. The software comes with
two versions, one for a CGA
display
and the other for VGA ,i':,''''l-'U.''-~'
the documentation doesn't
I've run the CGA version on a 286 processor
with no
The author recommends

nates aurmnancau.
grams allow.
Earthwatch also includes
that a Geochron does not.
number of
season starts; the
of
selected location and how it varies
the declination of
present value for the eCltlatlion
distance to the sun and moon
age of the moon and number
the next new moon; and the
of the
second

This delightful little
ma p the world that
the program to a hard disk rather
disk. It took
less than 600K of memory on my hard drive
for both versions. The latitude and
n .....
tra.d<illlg feature of the VGA version reClUires
a Microsoft
mouse. Earthware
can be downloaded from many computer
bulletin boards. Version 2.0 can be downloaded via anonymous FTP from
garbo.uwasa.fi/pc/astronomy/earthw20.zip.
This deUghtfullittle program
a
color Mercator
map of the world
that slowly scrolls eastward across your computer monitor, just like the
in
addition to
the
and sun's
Earthwatch ...1.,·,...l'H,<" the sub-solar and subon the earth's
lunar
and age of the moon; the times of sunrise
and sunset for any
location in
the
and the percentage of
at
the
location. In
the
VGA version allows you to switch off the
time zone boundaries and ontiolnai
of
at 250

'Solunar' screen, lists the sunrise
times and the moon
whole month.
l'I..T",,,,,,,+h,,,,,,,, for Earthwatch
minor. A spot check showed the
sunset times
Earthwatch
about a minute off from the values
USNO's MICA calculates for the
That's not too bad for most uses. D .. ,,,C1I' .. .,,,...,
setup is very
but
Windows/GUI standards.
based selection of
a nice hn,1"\'I',nu,pn1.""'1f1lt
tion of moonrise and moonset
Nonetheless this
neat little program that will
the IBM hardware out there
you look
you could
used IBM AT-clone for around
less and set it up as a dedicated Geoclhrcm
substitute either at home or
tarium. An ideal combination
economy,

also has two different map
One
shows false color regions determined
elevation. The other map
white for
and
mountains, brown
and green for the
be1ttel: v(~£etarian habitats.
Earthwatch will use your
clock to set its
or you can enter any
AD date till the year 3000. You must enter
the latitude and longitude of the
for which you want sunrise and sunset
data
The program includes an
extensive table of latitudes and
for over 400 world cities.

conference itself will be au~~.ll ~;U.lI.IUH;;
expects that
in IPS will
ovenrlig;ht with the additional UA'';;'U,U'''lI.~

,..."'.... ,,;,...<'1"

.. ","',...,,"""" it from the

AU• • );. . . . .

shareware-

And many a
OfC)jector has put
this affini-

£a(j£E~tS?

resDo]'1silDle. at least in part, for the nOlonlarity of computers in our business.) I must
admit that I'm a
member of
this ulanetariCJtn
others) have
sOlmethilnR: called a Geochron'I'M made
Geochron
of Redwood
California. This
device
a
Mercator
of the world with all its
time zones and a
of
the day-night
of our
at the
present time. In the course of a
you can
watch the earth's terminator slowly sweep
across the continents. In the course of a year
you can see the seasonal variations in the
length of
It's
neat to see
the sunset and sunrise lines become straight
and
at the
The Geochron
of the sun's position on the analemma
the Geochron is a pretty
-~.~~::-~ in
from
about $1300 (US) to almost $2500. It's hard
for even the most die-hard .£ald.£(~tel;:r to
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hold their user group me~etiJngs tOjl;etller
sinlultaIleolusllvincO]liu.ncHon
IPS affiliate who would
slides and 1/2-inch video
and hotel facilities as well as
n(1I"t-·C(1,nfprE>n(~p tour sites)
conference should contact Bill
8165.
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Cove Light System from
New from JHE! Beautiful 2, 3, and 4-color Cove Lightin .
Incredibly Rich Colors which are mixable to many different shades!
Imagine pink, orange, violet, or blood-red skies!
Flex-Trak can be quickly installed in almost any existing cove trough
by JHE technicians and will give your dome a new beauty it never had!

Flex-Trak is:
Dramatic and Exciting
Seamlessly Smooth
• Blendable to Many Hues
4» Easily Installed
1&
Affordably Priced
4»
Expandable
• Rich in Color Intensity
1& Easy to
Use
1&
1&

Sections
join easily
and are flexible
to help fit around
architectural obstructions
For Pricing Guidelines,
a set of color slides
showing actual installations,
and installation information.

Call 1-800-J H E-5960

Joe Hopkins Engineering
4301 32nd Street West C-1
Bradenton, FL 34205

the

Pacific's Education
in ,",',"".:A<L
IV';';"·"'''''''' last June, I took a few
off to drive down to North Carolina to my
old
of mountains in
Montana, not much ocean-so I spent a couof
on the seacoast
the Outer
Banks,
with the
surf,
on fresh seafood (after all,
can
so many
into those saddlecomin' over the pass back home), and
rea.cQl11aint<::~d with humidity.
After a few footloose
I headed back
via
Hill, where I spent my salad days
in the business at the Morehead Planetarium
on the campus of the
of North
Carolina I wanted to stop in and see the old
(now
a
old and still
one of the most beautiful
ever convisit with
structed to house
friends and
on the staff and learn
about their version of OMSI's "Orion
Rendezvous" show which we'll soon be runand do
I
try to do on
my an-too-rare
there: visit one of my
old mentors,
Mentor is a
word. The first mentor
was Mentor-in Greek .."..,:rTr,n.,nn'u
(some say Athena in ...... I'. ...H""~I
entrusted the education of his son
Telemachus before
off for the
War. The name-the word-has come
to mean more than teacher; it also means
counselor,
someone
to share
and
with the
cOlmIng. We all-if we're I1U··Ir,,'_r'~"IJr,.,.
the way, and I
track of them whenfrom the coast to the Carolina
in
summer, the word that
comes to mind is florid-in the old sense.
of
and
Rich, green, humid
tobacco fields and
com, WP'Ii-II{PTH
towns with neat lawns and
with
ple~anlorH
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are still drippiing
comes to greet me at his door.
one of those
you count
lucky to know-one of the durable picme:ers
of the
A
he
his
career
World War II when he left the naval
Philac1elphia to became chief technician at the Fels Planetarium in 1946. Three
years later Dr.
K. Marshall coaxed him
down to
Zeiss II instrument
from Sweden
for
Morehead's new pI,metm'iurn-and he never left.
When Dr. Marshall aeplart~~a
Planetarium director in 1951,
became
director and
the planetartl11m for the
next 30 vecus--Urro,usrh installation
Zeiss
VI
in 1969, several renovations, sea
changes in
and prodUction, the
decades of the
internlshilp program, uncounted and wonterrible puns for which he was
famous, and an
in our know'le(lge
of the universe. He retired in 1981 and
worked for ten years as a consultan t for the
Zeiss company before
down to a
eter pace. He's in his seventies now, and has
slowed down, but there's still a
the
a pun or a deft tum of
... '--'~ ......'u"'" for the VV<J\.U.,,,,,,,_
It's
to see
wonderful visit, the conversation
on
old times, the latest rages in plane1tarium instrumentation. The wall of his
covered with
American astronauts from the
a
framed American
moon and back. With last

gram.
Back in 1960,
initiated a program of
star
and simulation
trainilng at Morehead for the first American
astronauts. He and his talented staff-indudDick
T.
Brittain, Jim Gates, and later
Hornae5.1gIlea IUI"•.-..... , .." Gemini, and Apollo simulators for use in the planetarium. The astronauts sat in these trainers and
tru~m.llgh exact renditions of their space capsky that simsule windows at a
ulated the
view from orbit, as
were drilled in
of the
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I've ever learned about
tarium should and
be.
formed the basis of my own OUtlOOK
pnILIO!;opnyof

And when the program was
had the faith
of

And now many of us
do the same for others.
these oP1DOrtUIlities?

been graced with many mentors, and it's up
to us to keep that tradition going, to carryon
the work that the Tony Jenzanos and Don
Hans of our profession spent their working
lifetimes achieving.
Some planetariums-Morehead, Strasenburgh, Hayden, Abrams, Adler, and othershave formalized the mentoring process with
internship programs, and you might be surprised how many graduates of these programs currently populate our ranks. Others
of us carryon the process more informally
but importantly by employing high school
and college students and others in paid and
volunteer pOSitions, feeding their interest
and offering real planetarium work experiences. However we do it, it's good to remind
ourselves now and again that it's a way of
giving something back to the profession we
labor in and love.
Henry Brooks Adams once wrote, A
teacher's affect is eternal; he can never teU
where his influence stops." The same is true, I
think, of mentors. We mustn't underestimate the power of our medium to inspirenot just the person we motivate to look for
the North Star on the next dear night, or
even to consider going into teaching or science, but the person who thinks that working in a planetarium might be a rewarding
career. We inspire-and train-the next generation of planetarians.
We work hard. When the day has been
particularly long and difficult, and we're
tired, sometimes all we want to do is to put
up our feet somewhere with a stiff drinkand not have to deal with the starry-eyed kid
with a dozen questions, or the student who
II

wonders shyly if we need any
That's
when we need to think back, to recognize
ourselves in the person before us ... and then
listen, encourage, give a leg up, take a
chance-just as someone did for us. After all,
you can never tell where your influence
stops ...

advances in progress at plane'tanlUl.1lS
the world
While
offices of the Rikei l:o:rporatllon

Report from Japan

done in cOlmj:~utler-l~eIH!r,ated
notably a model of the solar system thr ou$1;h
which we could tour in three dlrne11Si()ns
quite
fashion.
lioIJlow'inQ: the JPS cOllter,enc:e,

In late May, Past-President Bill Gutsch and
I traveled to Japan at the invitation of the
Science Museum of Osaka, the Minolta
Planetarium Company, and Goto Optical
Manufacturing Company to confer with the
19% Conference Organizing Committee and
to visit meeting and tour sites. We came
away very impressed by the efforts of the
committee in planning and preparation, and
very excited about the prospects for IPS 196
to be one of the truly great IPS conference
experiences, filled with the superlative hospitality of some of the best hosts in the
world
Bill and I arrived in Tokyo on May 23, first
to attend the meeting of the Japanese
Planetarium Society UPS) in the Makuhari
district of nearby Chiba City on Tokyo Bay.
We had an opportunity to renew friendships
made in Cocoa and earlier, to make many
new friends among the large Japanese planetarium community, and to address our
Japanese colleagues in conference session; I
presented an overview of the history, mission, and work of IPS with an encouragement to our colleagues to jOin us in our ct.-mman goals, and Bill offered a look at some of
the innovative projects and technological

1

chiro Goto, .,. .. "",.",..,.,.....
Kamiya, Director, hosted us on a fasci11lating
tour of the Goto
where we saw
of their
models under COIlstC'UCtion,
the Goto
and
chance to visit the cOlm]:lany's
tion areas and examine its extensive
remarkable collection of artwork
panoramas. (Both Goto and Minolta
only
their customers with plametarialso offer TUllv-,oe,rel-

color
of panoramas; it's
ning.
Next we traveled
famous bullet train, to Tovolka~l\Ta.
Administration Center of the Minolta

President Mr. Masakhlro
and his staff for a tour of the Minolta
We examined several Minol ta models
were treated to a Minolta Infinium
stration on their test dome-its ex~:eDtiona!
new starfield holds up .., ......
under binocular .,,,. .... Hinu
demonstration of Minoltallwerks'
n .. ~>.,.,ii", .. 70mm film system,
control
pr()je<:tolrs for simulated
travel
the solar system and other
effects for which In<1ej:)enidentJly ....'''''Hna
dots are reQluiI'ed.
After our Minolta visit, we continued
shin-kansen on to Osaka to meet with
Tadao Nakano, Director of the ........,... ." ......
Museum of Osaka, and his staff In<::!UIOinlg
Ken-khi Kato, Mr.
and Mr.
Shun-ichi Emura,
also
Tanaka of Minolta.
We found Osaka to be
and
with Q:U1Ii{Q:O-i'lnf'(j
vards, a neat and efficient "" t .....'<1'n
""LU..... AA
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maps of inexpensive eating
places within walking distance
of conference sites.)
International cuisine is wellrepresented, and there are a
large number of Chinese restaurants. Western-style food is
readily available as well, and
for those who can't live without it, you'll find many familiar fast-food chams.
We were very impressed by
our visit to the Science Museum of Osaka. The museum,
which opened in 1989, is located in Kita-Ku, a northern district of Osaka in a lovely riverside setting. It features several
floors of science exhibits
(many of them interactive) on
the physical Sciences, concentrating on astronomy and
space science and sciences
related to energy, surrounding
an atrium running the full
transportation system (which we used a
number of times) and a sophisticated, cosmopolitan flavor. We stayed at the Awina
Osaka Hotel, which is one of the businessclass hotels designated for the conference.
We found the hotel very pI~asant. North
Americans and Europeans may find the
rooms smaller than they find back home,
the single accommodation rooms
which contain a single bed. But the rooms
were comfortable, nicely-appointed, and
contained aU the usual amenities (telephone,
TV, refrigerator) with a western-style bathroom containing an especially deep bathtub
(shower head included) to accommodate the
marvelous Japanese custom of soaking baths.
Our rooms cost about $80-$90 U.S. per
night-a good estimate, I think, for next year.
The food-as it was throughout our visitwas superb, and we sought out local dining
eX1Del:iel[1C(~S whenever possible. There are
countless small restaurants where you1l find
the menu entrees displayed in very realistic
form in the windows-a great idea
because you can see the choices and decide
what you'd like before you go inside. And
the food inside is wonderful-deHcious and
nutritious and filling. The sushi and tempura
are excellent, as are the hot and cold noodles,
and the various soups and meat and vegetable dishes. Fish and seafood is popular and
plentiful. The prices in small restaurants and
are really quite reasonable (in comparison to hotel restaurants and especially room
service), and the ambience is authentic as
you mix with the Japanese on meal breaks of
their own. (For next year, we're looking into
the
of supplying conferees with

Gold Pavillon, Kyoto
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of the building. Also on display is
the Zeiss II projector
which was installed
in Osaka in 1937 as
first projection planetarium.
Of course, much
has
since
then, and the museum's modern-day
planetarium theater
features a Minolta
Infinium Alpha, an
Omnimax system,
and 318 seats under a
26.S-meter (88-foot)
dome, said to be currently the largest in
the world We attended a nicely-done
TodaijI. temple, Nua
planetarium program
with a Japanese audidepending on scheduling.
ence, which followed the format of many
Many meals will be induded, but some
planetarium programs in Japan: a presentawill also be "on-your-own" to give conferees
tion on the current evening sky followed by
a multimedia presentation-in this case,
opportunities to sample the ......
delights and
of the rl'l'U_nA.,n
about the work of French astronomer
Charles Messier and his catalog of deep sky
with new Japanese friends and gUides.
Our hosts are planning a
conferobjects.
Our planning sessions with the museum
ence mailing around January with details on
registration, costs, accommodations, etc. The
staff were very productive, and revealed the
incredible amount of work that has already
deadline for receipt of the full text of papers
is likely to be three months ahead of the
gone into conference planning. The dates
(which have been shifted forward two days
conference (which Bill and I have enccuraged) to allow adequate time for translation
to allow for weekday travel for a Uttle savpreparations. BiH and I have also recomings on air fares) are as follows: Council
mended that paper lengths be shortened a
meeting, July 10; pre-conference tour, July 11little to allow time for translations
12; conference sessIons, July 13-16 (with registration and evening reception on July 12);
paper presentations.
Given the current status of the yen compost-conference tour July 17-20.
The pre-conference tour will visit some of pared to the donar and some other
currencies, I can add that our hosts are workthe shrines, temples and gardens in Kyoto
ing very hard to make conference costs as
and N ara, both once imperial capitals of
Japan. The post-conference tour is planned
reasonable as possible.
Incidentally, we heard that both the
to include visits to the Minolta plant in
Minolta and Goto users groups, in a
of
Toyokawa, the Nagoya Science Museum, the
Nobeyama Radio Observatory in the
cooperation and helpfulness, will be
Japanese Alps, the Goto plant in Tokyo, and
ning to meet in Osaka in conjunction with
some of the sights of Tokyo.
. the IPS meeting. This will insure that the
The conference days themselves are lookentire planetarium community
will
ing very good, with time scheduled for a welbe represented, and will offer an unprecedented opportunity for discussion and
come ceremony, a cultural event,. paper sessions, workshops, a panel discussion, a venexchange with that large and creative comdor exhibition session, affiliate and commitmunity.
Sunday, May 28 provided an opportunity
tee meetings, a concluding banquet, and
some free time for informal gatherings or
to visit some of the sights of Kyoto and Nara,
exploring the surroundings. Our hosts are
the destinations of the pre-conference tour.
It was truly a feast for the senses, and a fascialso planning an excursion, tentatively to
include a Goto facility to offer conferees an
nating look into the culture and history of
opportunity to see both a Minolta and Goto Japan. In Kyoto, we sat on woven mats in the
planetarium in operation during the conferBuddha's haH at Higashi Honganji
the air
scented with incense; expeence, and to see some of the sights of the city
U,U . .AA
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located in the central
few
blocks from Hotel Awina
will be n ....·t''''''~it
area for
(with a smaller room off of
which can be darkened for nr()ie,cte-d

event, and any
rooms for paper sessions, workand affiliate
a

and an excursion •.." ........
(Osaka
a restoration of the
..,AA

Nijo Castle, Kyoto

originally constructed in the 16th century,
destroyed and rebuilt by the Shogun in the
17th, destroyed again in the Imperial
Restoration in 1868, and restored in 1931 The
imposing eight-story Main Tower houses a
series of exhibits on the castle and its history,
and the topmost floor offers panoramic
views of the moat and elegant gardens below
as well the surrounding city.
Then, sadly, it was time to leave. Bill's
flight connections took him out through the
old Osaka airport, but I departed from the
ultramodern and attractive Kansai International Airport, which will be the point of
entry for most of next year's international
conferees. Opened just last year, it's located
on an artificial island in Osaka Bay accessible
by causeway, and is a tourist attraction in
itself.
Special thanks to the staffs of the Science
Museum of Osaka and the Minolta and Goto
companies for their generous hospitality and
support on this very useful visit. Our meetings were fruitful and helped to lay the final
groundwork, I think, for what is going to be
an exceedingly memorable conference. All I
can say is save your travel money and don't
miss it! IPS 196 is going to be an important
and unforgettable opportunity to meet and
make connections with colleagues in a
nation with the second-largest number of
planetariums on this planet, and to experience and enjoy a unique and fascinating culture as wen as an the other benefits of our
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biennial gatherings.
It's my understanding, as I write, that our
japanese hosts are planning a preliminary
mailing referred to as a "can for papers"
induding a short "pre-registration" form.
With this form, they hope to solicit some
initial information for continued conference
planning. If you're thinking of attemdinlgand/ or presenting a paper, please
out by responding. If you haven't
made
up your mind, not to worry; I understand
that you will be able to submit paper proposals probably until the spring re2:lstlratilon
deadline, and will receive the january conference mailing regardless.

Report from ASP
On june 24-25, I attended the Astronomical Society of the Pacific's Education
Symposium in College Park, Maryland (mentioned last issue) with about 150 astronomy
educators from North America and ...-~"".,,
I'm pleased to say that the planetarium community was very weB represented there.
Planetarium-associated attendees included
Jeanne Bishop, Stu Chapman, Suzanne
Chippindale, Doug Duncan, Steve Fleming,
Arnie Gallagher, Noreen Grice, Lee Ann
Hennig, Paul Knappenberger, Dave Linton,
Larry Mascotti, john Mosley, Martin Ratcliffe, Sue Reynolds, Gary Sampson, Dennis
Schatz, Eric Schreur, Dale Smith, Neil Tyson,
and Elizabeth WasHuk-plus former plane-
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and Dennis
Schatz discussed curriculum
of
dards
National
of
Sciences. Phil Sadler
a
suggests that there may exist a un.a .........u
astronomical
that
through as
zero in on the
Neil
offered eXCllm]:)les
tty to the situations of underserved groups
can lead to more effective astronomy
tion
for

""-J"\'~lplr'(7'C: very welcome education initiative, Laura
talked about the
Science
Institute as an example of the role of national observatories in education. Gerhard
of the educational role of the
National Science Foundation (Bob Russell
adding from the audience that there are
grant
in informal education
practically going begging), and
Rosenrole of educadhal explained the
tion in NASA's space science research programs and missions.
I made a
on the role
tariums in astronomy education. Several of
the attendees have
that
talk
should be .. "",,~ .. 11·... 1".>t1

Vol.

There were also a number of small group
discussion sessions-on K-12 astronomy,
post-secondary astronomy, teacher training,
the role of informal institutions in supporting formal education, public astronomy education, reaching underserved groups, creating networks and coalitions, and technology.
These groups met, discussed their topics and
developed suggestions for initiatives in each
area, reporting back to the fun group on the
second day.
And in additional to all of this, there were
a number of excellent poster papers on a
wide variety of astronomy education projects.
Whew! There was a great deal to mine in
this symposium, and perhaps the best way to
do it is with the proceedings scheduled for
publication later in the year. The document
is bound to be sizable-and at a sizable price
of $40 U.s. to non-attendees. When the proceedings comes out, I'm going to see if I can
get a few extra copies that can be loaned out
to those of you who are interested in reviewing it. Perhaps some of the other planetarians
in attendance would be willing to share
peeps at their copies as well Please consider
this-I think you1l find much of interest and
importance to our profession in its pages.
In the meantime, I received from Jeff
Rosendhal a copy of a new NASA publication which many of you will also be interested in reading. It's called IIPartners in Education: A Strategy for Integrating Education

and Public Outreach into NASA's
Science
"The document outlines
NASA's deadly serious new commitment to
incorporate education and outreach into its
research and funding efforts-even offering
suggestions to space scientists about how
they can fulfm their education/outreach
requirements (planetariums are
mentioned in suggestions for partnerships
with informal educational institutions).
This is absolutely must reading for anyone
who thinks they may fall within the boundaries of NASA consideration. For it means
that there will be new opportunities for creating relationships and partnerships with the
scientific community-and for receiving
funds to develop projects and products with
these new partners.
I can't ten you exactly how to get a copy
through the mail-the only address on the
document is the general NASA address:
NASA, Mail Code SA, Washington, D.C.
20546. (I'll see what else I can find out.)
However, the document does provide a way
to acqUire it through cyberspace. It says it's
available in "electronic form at the following file transfer protocol (ftp) site:
ftp.hq.nasa.gov. Log in as anonymous and
use your ID as the password. Go to the directory "pub/oss/edu". A "readme" file contains
further instructions."
Go for it! You'll want to read this document.

As mentioned last time, several
tiatives to build
of comrnunic:atilon
to other ...HI"CUJ...
The reports I've heard from the Anlerlcan
Astronomical
(AAS) m(;~etllng
L. ... LJUJU"

nized a
session on adldn~ssing
communication gap between
groups and the
cOlmnlUl1lity'have been most
for a ~~inJlin,g.
We're
to try to get a report
Martin on the session and his neE:CeJDti4:ms
it in the next issue of The Planetarian.
In the mean time,
Fiske Planetarium in Boulder
(who's both AAS and IPS) has been in
with me about ways in which our two
closer
increased
with
events in the AAS Newsletter ..... "" .... "' .......
We're
a number of other
and if you have some
get in touch
Another initiative is .... ,..,. ............ ....
October at the
of the Association
Science and Technology Centers (ASTC)
San
(October 14-17),
as
tioned last time, Dennis Mammana has organized an astronomy "showcase" in which
number of
from North America
and Europe will be
We'll
you know how
It's also impolrtaJlt
in ~~'~o-,-,~.- .. -.,
about what's
may be needed in
relCiLtionstups with related
nizations and research
around the world-about what
IPS may learn from your
ences, or how we may
able
to
Do let us know.

A.

schedule as I write,
brand new 441995 n',"",rf-nw'u
World Planetariums" should
in readers' hands at the same
due
to two
enl[ln.eerea and oversaw the
final steps to
First,
Keith
who did yeoman's work in cOlmpiliIlig, orgaand forrnat1ting

Planetarians (left to right) David Linton, Dale Smith, Susan Reynolds,
get together in Baltimore. (Photo Jeanne Bishop)
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Manning

who rounded up advertisers and ads

bre'attlta.l(in:gly short order, and who assisted
Kei th in wOlrkilnsz: out details with Albert
Smith of
(who also does an
in priJlltirlg
excellent
thanks are also due to Publications
l.:oloCal11IlOn, whose
and
cogent
and
were
invaluable. And of course, to
Mosley,
ever at the
to offer advice and nrr''''1r!",
useful mformation-which he did on several
key occasions.
When you see these people, thank them.
And
thedir,ect~Drv
it's an immutable law of the universe that once the data base is dedared final
for pUIJH(:anon--trlm,~s innmedi:ateJly
to change. Be sure to send your uDcjat,es
Keith no later than next
dues Cle,LClJI,ne,
into the .rl;lI"""r!~n ..''''
for
next year.
pU.,AUJ.........

task of

t051~ettlerJ nrint-iincr

and mail-

Conference attendees received their
some time ago. More ..",r'""ntiu a modest conwas put to
use to
ference

aU its rhetoric about education,
NASA built
most
and visible scientific instrument without
any associated educational program. No part
of the space agency had any
to share
the fruits of Hubble's discoveries with the
YOlunl:!stlers. What's more, Virtually
every
educational initiative that
Telescope Science
I mounted at the
Institute was accomplished despite NASA.
Citing the need for editorial control, the
space agency
and conSistently
objected to the institute's teacher workshops, media
teacher kits, classroom
and educational telecasts, and a
host of other activities and products designed to
students, and the general
public understand the subject of space sciand the Hubble mission in

additional
to be mailed to all
1994 IPS members who were unable to
a ttend the conference.
to the
plaJnne~CI schedule at the time of this
those
in the hands of their mtended rec:lpilents--a
benefit of
provides valuable and useful information on
what was a very memorable meetmg.
when you see Mike or his
thank them.

In about a month's time as you

the

IPS Council will be convenmg m San Diego

(on October 13) for its annual meeting. The
will indude progress reports on the
up~:orni:l1lg 1996 and 1998 conferences, bids
for the year 2000 (for which there are some
tantalizing prospects as I write), and a number of other items of interest and discussion.
If you have items or topicS to
to contact your affiliate relJresel:ltalti'l1e
Kelmemt)er, he or she represents you and
your affiliate organization; let your voice be
heard

delJenlde11ce upon their
are treated in a way not
the case of naked eye oh,ser'vatiolns.
the moon's horns are poteI1ltialUy ..""~nh.,,,,,rI
their
due to atnrlosph(~ric
lence
affects Clelectabi.1Hy. The
agreement heitwE~en
naked eye,
and phot()graphlc
observations could be a result
of
observations of the
moon and a curious coincidence be1tw(~en
the effects described
Schafer
those
(see
vol. 24,
moon's

'*

That's all-and
now. Until
next time, dewa mata-see you!

new findings in a manner understandable to
the average citizen. To the
that
Senate staffers used to ask me-"How much
education is needed?"-I would
IIOne
percent." If only one percent of each mission's funding were dedicated to mforrnirlg
the educational and lay communities in a
reslJOfllSibleway, namely without
then
NASA would be wen served, and so would
the public that underwrites NASA.
There is one critical caveat
however.
Those NASA missions that do have educational programs intended to
fact
must be divorced from public affairs activities that tend toward cheedeading. The former are dearly tainted by the
which
often border on disinformation. From what I
have seen on the mside, NASA's public relations
inept,
obsessed with winning credit for NASAshould be nearly gutted, for it actually does a
great disservice to the agency.

Dear Editor:
Sharon Parker's article

research into the visitor's DelrsD,cctive
museums. The authors are full-time
sionals m the
field of mtlse11m
studies md evaluation. I found
easy to read and ou)vocat:ive
are not discussed SPif~CU1CilLU
the mformation is arumt.ablle.
bibHo~~ral)hy is mduded
You can
the book (even if your
Associtution is not a member)
a tion of ..., .... "... A" ........
(ASTC), 1025 Vermont Ave.
Washington, DC
783-7200. The ASTC book
other pubH1catioils
evaluation, research, al11d pl,mrlm:g.

Eric Chaisson
Each NASA mission should have a small
educational program meant to disseminate
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I like to read my issue of The Planetarian. I
skim it, from back to
similar to the
way I read the newspaper: comics first, then
the rest of the stuff. I don't read anything on
this first pass from back to front; I just identify which articles I am
to read. For
some reason I don't
the table of contents, just start skimming.
There are certain types of articles I never
read, some I always read. I always read the
letters to the editor in
of finding some
scathing controversy like "The Meaning and
Origin of the Christmas Star;" I always read
the articles that fellow planetarians write on
the IItopic of the issue" such as liDo you think
the planetarium is education or entertainment?"
I always read
and lesson plans.
Fellow planetarians are fuB of wonderful
ideas that I can use in
school lessons. I
skim the rest of the
until I find a
topiC which interests me.
I always skip the technical articles completely: you
the ones with the "pots"
and the baby food
and the motors and
Uttle diagrams of
Yes, I confess: I'm
not a planetarium techie.
that: I know how to change
Let me
light
You may think that is not much,
but think of aU the different types of Ught
I can change
bulbs used in the
most of them while
during a show,
don't even know anyso that most
thing is wrong! Me, to third graders: "Here
comes the sun! ... H-m-m, it looks as if the sun
won't be up quite yet [sun bulb has obviously burned out sometime between last sunset
and this sunrise! There are a few clouds ...
[me
in light bulb drawer, finding
one, going over to machine] in the sky
which must be blocking the sun. Everyone
look up now, and see if you can be the first
one to see that
sun [and don't look at
me changing the bulb!l Here it comesl"
Let me further qualify my expository
announcement of non-techie-ness: I know
how to computerize
planetarium
shows using a SMPTE time code to run slide
projectors, laser disc player and VCR : yeah,
that's a lot of fun!
Many fellow
have tried to
teach me other basic intricacies of the technical aspect of being a planetarian. With
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their assistance, I have picked up a few skills.
But putting together simple effects ... I just
don't do it! And don't start thinking that it's
because I'm a woman! I'll have you know
that when our gas grill came unassembled, I
put it together even though some directions
were in Japanese characters with which I was
unfamiliar, and extra parts were included
just to test the technical abilities of the
assembler.
I'm frankly just not interested! Through
the years, I've been able to substitute some
non-technical talents and one shortcut to
keep me in business with very Uttle downtime. I will now divulge these to you, in case
should happen to be non-technical, also.
are as foHows:
- I have two fire extinguishers handy (one
CO 2 and one halon) in case I smell something funny,
- I know where the repair shop is. For any
ancillary machine such as slide projectors,
video projector, VCR, tape decks, i.e.: anything which will fit into my car, I take it to
the shop whenever that machine stops
working. You see, the people at the repair
shop are not used to having broken
machines accompanied by people and not
paperwork, so this simple act circumvents
the paperwork of getting something
ed! I simple hang around until
put my
stuff to be repaired ahead of everyone else,
- My planetarium is 25 years old and has
never had any IIdown time." Luck? Actually,
yes. Lucky am I in that the llfunding fathers"
of my planetarium went cheap and didn't
get the automation. My planetariLm has
three motors (diurnal, annual, and latitude)
and that's aU. They still work. The annual
motion motor turns one gear to which each
planet projector is attached, using the proper
gear ratio at its cage location. Mars doesn't
work very well. When I need to use Mars in a
show, I just deSignate some other
to be Mars and put a
over it,
- I know how to juggle my budget to pay
for repairs when there's no money for
in my budget,
- And most importantly, and the secret I
mentioned: Eric. Eric fixes planetarium projectors. I mean he knows how to and does it
for people all over the country. He works 15
blocks away from my planetarium. There!
You know where my smugness comes from.
He is a phone call away. H-m-m ... I just realized that I'm going to need the real Mars to
be working for my lesson tomorrow. Excuse
me ... gotta go call Eric!
I

in
- Best T-Shirt at Southeastern Planetarium
Conference (SEP A) was worn by Duke Johnson, Planetarian at SciWorks in WinstonSalem, N.C. The scene is a moon-like land-

The Planetarian

scape with 5 hand-lettered
A~'~
intended to be
at a time. The
Space is Dark 3)
hard to
park 5) Burma-Shave".
- Speaking of
kum Planetarium in
was wearing a nice
too enthusiastic about
III did an opening at the plClmetarlmn
newest release of a rec:orc:liJ1lg
get, this is Nashville: music
was this
T-Shirt",
-Best
a-Presentation" was shown
Edwin
of the Pink Palace Planetarium in Memphis,
Tennessee. The slide was an astronaut
space suit on the moon wallktrUl
LEM
site; his facial ext)re5>sion
....

.....

at
the bottom of the slide: "Plan
-As a
to customer requests, Mark
Petersen
Loch Ness Productions
Boulder, Colorado now sells slides of his In'''''...... l·,, ..
41 cons teHations of the zodiac"
versions. For example, you can
of "Gemini" or IIGeminiFV".
ly the same
"Gemini" is
nous wnes are shaded so that n01:ntt12
all y shows) and GeminiFV ("FV" is
Value") has clothes on!
-Rob Landis of

Earth would
- Zeiss was
a new 'lrlli'd'\rh1rt
Fernbank Planetarium in Atlanta, n;;UI.),HI..
When the Zeiss representative had set up the
star plates, he said "Now for the test, tum on
stars." Planetarian Dave Dundee
'I...

Jolmson: 4DA man
at the stars
is proverbially oblivious to the
on
crr",,,r,r!" (attributed to Alexander Smith).

-Art
awaka, lUUJ.i:1Ua,
lays in a show
Bear and the Big
in his overlay COJl1e(:u()n.
looks like a spoon in his set Art faded
Big Bear and then
it
faded
Big Dipper. A member of
plane'tarian
audience said: "That bear
how
to eat! How did that spoon get up there?"
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Our POLYCHROMATIC ACOUSTO OPTIC MODUlATOR
• Modulates up to 8
wawele~ simuHaneoualy
for Ar+ fKr+ lasers

• OEM driver modules avaUable

• Euyto use

• Competitively priced

• Put factory support

A MUSF FOR lASER UGHT SHOWS AND lASER DISPlAYS

Are your 3
modulators
letting you
down? ...

Our new
POLYCHROMATIC
ACOUSTO OPTIC
MODUlATOR can
stand up to
your needs.
NEDSI4300-C Fortune Place, Melbourne,
..
_ _......_

..
_ Phone: (407) 676-9020

32904

FL
Fax: (407) 722-4499

DIGISTAR©II

Is THRILLING PLANETARIUM
VISITORS AROUND THE
WORLD

AND THE LIST GROWS ON ...
WE'RE EXCITED THAT THESE PRESTIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS WILL BE USING DIGISTAR
THEIR AUDIENCES. DIGISTAR

II

II

TO ENTERTAIN AND EDUCATE

IS THE WORLD'S ONLY DIGITAL PLANETARIUM SYSTEM FOR DOME THEATERS.

CALL US TODAY TO FIND OUT WHAT ALL THE EXCITEMENT IS ABOUT!

